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MEDIAEVAL LATIN LYRICS 

PART II 
SPIRIT AND FORM 

A fundamental principle which underlies my treatment of 
mediaeval Latin poetry is that the material should be divided and 
classified according to the spirit of its content and not according 
to the manner of its external form. I have been so constantly 
occupied with this idea that I failed to notice, until my attention 
was recently directed to the omission by Mr. E. K. Rand, that 
nowhere have I characterized sharply the current practice which 
makes the whole corpus of mediaeval Latin lyrics owe its very 
existence to a progressive amplification of rhythms evolved in 
connection with ninth- and tenth-century sequences. I hasten to 
correct this fault and for the sake of convenience begin with two 
sentences of Wilhelm Meyer's coining which bid fair to carry 
desolation in their wake: 

In Deutschland wie in Frankreich entwickelte zuerst die durch die 
Sequenzendichtung veranlasste lyrische Dichtung in lateinischer Sprache 
sich zu bedeutender Bliite, dann erst begann die Dichtung in franz6si- 
scher und in deutscher Sprache sich Ahnlicher Formen zu bedienen. 
Gaston Paris . . . . nennt diese Herrschaft der lateinischen Dichtung 
'funeste;' allein wer kann sagen, ob und wie die franzosische oder die 
deutsche Dichtung sich entwickelt hAtten, wenn sie das lateinische Vor- 
bild nicht gehabt hAttenI 

I shall not occupy myself with the question, how mediaeval 
vernacular poetry would have developed if it had not possessed 
the Latin model. For it did have this model, it did use it, and 
no finite mind may determine just what would have happened if 
the opposite had been true. The other query, would mediaeval 
vernacular poetry have developed if the Latin model had not pre- 
ceded it, seems to me equally futile. I will say, however, that it 
is an egregious claim to make, even by implication, for Latin 

1 Cf. Fragmenta burana, p. 183. 
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56 PHILIP SCHUYLER ALLEN 

poetry that except for it French and German lyric expression 
would have come to a standstill. 

But a phrase in Meyer's first sentence not only merits, it 
demands investigation: "lyric poetry in Latin caused by the 
writing of sequences." This is no chance remark of Meyer's 
torn from its context for convenient dissection. The statement 
is made at the close of his well-known article on the rise of 
mediaeval poetry which accompanies the Fragmenta burana.' 
Herein he has portrayed for us the transition from old poetry to 
new: he tells us the worn story of how about the year 860 a 
monk came from Jumieges to St. Gall with an antiphonary; how 
his German brethren thus learned to substitute for the vowel a in 
the alleluia-melodies independent texts; how Notker outstripped 
all other men in the writing of beautiful sequences; how such 
creations became popular and strongly developed the personality 
of poets, giving to their work a new content; lastly, how the com- 

position of sequences freed popular poetry from the classical 

straitjacket and the sorry rhythmic dress of the Carolingian age, 
led it back to the well-spring of all poetic beauty, to music, and 
thus made possible an unhampered and natural evolution of 
mediaeval poetry ab ovo, not Latin poetry alone, but French and 
German poetry as well. 

Winterfeld believed that Meyer inverted the picture; that the 

sequence did not make use of secular materials, but that the secu- 
lar poet, with sure instinct for what was lifegiving and enduring 
in conventional poetry, took possession of the sequence-forms 
which the church poets had created.! I believe this, and I am 
likewise sure that sequences did not bring about lyric poetry, but 
that lyric poets developed the sequence. This is, as Winterfeld 

suggests, no mere battle of words: it concerns vitally our entire 

conception of the coming-to-be of mediaeval vernacular poetry. 
Meyer's contention is that the sequence, a purely practical 

device which substituted separate syllables for a single vowel, was 
the bio-germ of mediaeval lyric efflorescence: "plhtzlich horte 

1" Wie entstand die BlIfte der mittelalterlichen Dichtungsformen," Fragmenta burana, 
pp. 166ff. Cf. also the other two studies on Latin rhythmic poetry, Gesammelte Abhand- 
lungen, Vol. I, pp. 136 ff.. Vol. II, pp. 1 ff. 

2 Herrigs Archiv, Vol. CXIV, p. 73. 
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MEDIAEVAL LATIN LYRICS 57 

man statt 100 'la' einen schonen Lobgesang." Even if we wish 
to accept this view, that from a mnemonic system of notation 
there sprang the beauty of European lyric verse, we can certainly 
not believe this evolution a mechanical one; the miracle was 
effected by the genial efforts of a multitude of poets. And their 

personality was not developed by the sequence, as Meyer says, 
but their personality gave the sequence-form its material power, 
its life. And the sequence did not give the work of poets new 
content, as Meyer says, but the labor of these poets furnished the 

sequence with themes, motifs, and new content of every sort. 
For the form of poetry does not create the spirit of it; the letter 
of a poem does not beget the meaning of it. 

At the risk of seeming trite, I must continue for a moment to 
say perfectly obvious things. It has been an undesirable result 
of certain investigations into mediaeval meters and rhythms that 
we have come to regard the outer garment of a Latin poem as its 
chief distinguishing factor. We realize that we should not do this, 
but we do it just the same. It is no accident of exterior garb 
which makes or unmakes for us the poems of Dante, Shakespeare 
or Goethe; not terza rima, blank verse, or knittelvers, but the 
spirit and content of their thought. Why should it be different 
with the Latin poets of the Middle Ages? 

This does not mean, of course, that it is not important for us 
to miss no word of the penetrating studies in which Wilhelm 
Meyer seeks and masters the secret of many mediaeval Latin 

poetic forms; he teaches us rightly that here and not "with 
Bartsch in the forests of the old Celts and Germans" are we to 
find certain of the formulae which Provengal, French, and Ger- 
man epic and lyric used at a later time, less widely, and with less 
artistic effectiveness.' How these forms grew in complexity and 
effectiveness Meyer shows us, until all the varied store was there 
which the mediaeval Latin lyric used, oftentimes with such seem- 
ing ease. 

But never once was it the form of Latin rhythmic diction 
which was responsible for the full sheaves of story, drama, or 

lyric. It was the German spirit of artists like Notker and Ros- 

1 Cf. Fragmenta burana, p. 170. 
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58 PHILIP SCHUYLER ALLEN 

witha and Ekkehard and the author of Ruodlieb which dominated 
the imperfect Latin diction of their age and created a renaissance 

despite it, just as surely as it was a similar German spirit two 
centuries later that made use of a wealth of musical rhythms to 
set its sentimental lyric singing in, or to set into its dramas. 

Throughout the foregoing study I have done what I could to 

separate different types of song. This can be done but rarely, 
and then with much hazard, from the standpoint of external form. 
If we judge by form alone, many of the examples I have already 
had occasion to cite, would be demonstrably of learned and cleri- 
cal origin. For music and culture and the ability to find expres- 
sion for mother-wit in poetic speech were for centuries so far as 
we know indissolubly connected with the cloister and the school, 
and without these institutions none knows what rhythms we might 
have possessed. It is Wilhelm Meyer's question over again: 
What would have happened, if things had happened differently? 

As an illustration let us take the Levis exsurgit zephyrus 
quoted in full above. The spirit of this poem is "popular," by 
which I mean at this point unlearned, not resting upon classical 
or clerical tradition, the picture of real experience, told in terms 
of such simple nature-parallelism as folk-song uses. But how 
about the form of it ? Did the author invent the meter, or did it 
derive directly from a church hymn? Presumably the latter, I 
should say. But even then we are little wiser than before. We do 
not know that cloister music did not as frequently refresh itself at 
the fountain-head of popular melody (volksweise)l as cloister 

poetry found similar renewal in popular poetry. We only know that 
such music has not descended to us from a certain time except in 
clerical redaction. Again, cloister music might well have made 

1 Church hymns and pious songs have been set to the music and the meters of profane 
and popular poetry ever since St. Jerome lived at Bethlehem, at least. From that day to this 
we have hundreds of recorded instances in which a popular metrical form or a secular tune 
has furnished the model for ecclesiastical song. Almost every renaissance of clerical poetry 
has derived a notable part of its inspiration and its strength from secular music. When we 
know that My Jesus, as Thou wilt is sung to the aria from Der Freischatz, or that Guide me, 
0 Thou great Jehovah is fitted to the waltz-song from Martha, and remember that such has 
been the case among different peoples at many various times, why should we believe other- 
wise regarding tenth-century melodies? I do not think a bibliography at this juncture 
designed to show the occasional priority of popular musical forms would have any particu- 
lar point as it would necessarily concern itself chiefly with other periods than the one we 
are considering and could therefore prove nothing circumstantially. 

6 
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popular texts too difficult for general singing, just as music of a 
more popular sort has often given wide currency to a text which 
otherwise would have found small acceptance. Music has ever 
acted either as hindrance or solvent. Again, if we eliminate from 
this minstrel's song the unknown element of music, and deal with 
the cadence of the lines themselves, we are not sure how these 
should be enunciated. My own guess would be a measure of four 
stresses, not unlike that which Hildebrand so conveniently dis- 
covered could be imposed on most Germanic lyric verses. But 
this is a guess, and those may arise who find in this simple song 
deliberate if unsuccessful trial of quantitative stanzas. 

As a matter of fact, who "invents" meters ? Many poets first 
and last, no doubt, just as many composers invent musical settings 
for moods and words. But in the case of any one humble poet it 
is difficult to decide what is the source of a particular rhythmic 
expression; and the last to know the truth would often be the poet 
himself. Even if the Levis exsurgit be identical in structure with 
a hundred hymns of the time, we should not need to believe it 
secondary or imitative. We could not rightly say that "the 
church hymn had at the close of the tenth century won over pro- 
fane song." We could merely state that certain rhythms of 
unknown origin were considered during this age so attractive and 
adequate that they clothed themes of both sacred and secular intent. 
Simple rhythms of whatever origin must be possessed of dormant 
popularity; if we learn through MSS that they were widely dis- 
seminated, then we know this popularity was actually achieved; 
otherwise, because of the lack of ocular evidence, we are forced to 
suspend judgment. 

I wonder if it will be felt that the further classification of the 
mediaeval Latin lyric which I attempt in the following pages is 
vexatious. Such febrile insistence is sometimes made on appar- 
ently unessential facts that the lay-reader cannot be blamed for 
his suspicion that microscopic analysis of literary forms is alto- 
gether unnecessary. Were Lowell alive today he might well write 
an essay for which the world is waiting: "On a certain habit of 
hair-splitting prevalent in higher schools." 

Still, difficult as it is to be sane and moderate in one's classifi- 
7 
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cation, it is many times as hard not to classify. Skeptical 
though I am of the justice of many, nay, of most, of Jeanroy's 
divisions of the mediaeval French lyric,' it is by reason of them 
and of the appreciative comment necessary to uphold them that 
we have the best book yet written on an important subject. On 
the other hand, Ronca's essay on the mediaeval Latin lyric," 
equipped though it is with all the apparatus of scholarship, miscar- 
ries just because it fails to distinguish clearly the various kinds 
of poetry he is treating. 

This I must pause to prove, not only because Ronca's work has 

gained among students a high and not undeserved reputation, but 
because I can thus justify the divisions set forth in the following 
pages. After much investigation of Ronca's statements I believe 
it is fair to say that every generalization he makes regarding the 
mediaeval Latin lyric is blurred, since it is inapplicable to a part 
of the material he is considering. In his zeal to establish the fact 
that goliardic verse existed long before the twelfth century he 
sets aside the differences which mark off school-poems, songs of the 

wandering students, and popular balladry in Latin garb, and heaps 
them all together in a single hill. Thus in one place' we find the 

following odd assemblage of verses grouped as "canzoni amorose": 
O admirabile Veneris idolum, Jam dulcis amica venito, the one 
hundred and fifty leonine distichs from Ivrea, the Latin alba with 

Provengal refrain, the three rather stupid metrical poems published 
by Hagen, no one of which by any possible twist of the fancy may 
be denominated a song.' The first four of these poems I have 

1 As a pendant to this study I have already announced the essay on the Merovingian 
mime. The materials for this are now in hand, but their publication must await the appear- 
ance of Mr. Manly's third volume of the Specimens of the Pre-Shakespearian Drama; for 
my whole idea of early minstrelsy is so colored by the basic view I have learned from him 
that without it my projected study would be lean indeed. 

The sequel to the present study, however, will be a chapter on the mediaeval French 
lyric; and I shall not be deterred from writing this because of the prevalent notion that 
Jeanroy's Origines is definitive for this field. Jeanroy's statement of facts is not consonant 
with the situation as I am compelled to see it, and certain problems which are to me inevi- 
table he frankly avoids. I wish to invade the domain of French lyric, foreign though it is 
to the conventional routine of my academic labor, in order further to prepare the ground- 
work for a volume on the history of the mediaeval lyric in Europe. 

2" Principali elementi e caratteri della cultura e poesia latina del medio evo" (pp. 
25-202 of Ronca's Cultura medievale e poesia latina in Italia nei secoli xi e xii). 

3 Op. cit., pp. 159, 160. 
4Cf. Hagen, Carmina medii aevi, pp. 190, 194, 206. Not the content alone, but the spirit 

of the content, determines the lyricality of a poem. Ronca would doubtless group with the 

8 
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treated elsewhere and may besides assume to be familiar to the 
reader. But the three from Hagen require a passing glance, that 
we may realize how unlyric their spirit is. 

The first, which Ronca terms "a love-poem of the tenth cen- 

tury"' is entitled Versus ad juvenem et puellam affectuosius se 
invicem intuentes, and is couched in elegiac distichs. It begins: 

Occurrunt blando sibi lumina vestra favore 
Et voto arrident intima corda pari. 

Alterno facies sibi dant responsa rubore 
Et tener affectum prodit utrimque pudor. 

Where this prosaic thing originated, it is impossible to say, but 
the type is clear: it belongs to the endless array of practice-exer- 
cises that we meet with in the artes dictamini. The second piece, 
which Ronca calls "another absolutely obscene poem from the 
same codex,"' handles an artificial situation of like sort-it is a 

development of the theme of nun and clerk. Proof that the poem 
is nothing more than a dull school-task is furnished by the super- 
scription.' 

Ronca's third citation, which he says is a "spring-poem before 
the eleventh century,"' is the De innovatione vernali. No school 
subject received more stereotyped treatment than just this one, 
and a dozen more pleasing examples than this which Ronca sum- 
mons forth from oblivion might easily be found. I give a number 
of lines to show how bad it is: 

Quicquid hiems tamquam veteri deforme senecta 
Absque decore diu fecerat esse suo, 

Ver novat atque novo compubescentia flore 
Imperat ad teneros cuncta redire dies. 

Rupta videbantur antiqui foedera nexus 
Convulsusque odiis cedere sanctus amor. 

Visa elementorum communio sacra revelli 
Et fetus eadem velle orare suos, 

drinking-song which deals with the abbot of Angers (cf. Part I, p. 45) the twelve "carmina 
potatoria" of the tenth century printed in Poetae latini medii aevi, Vol. IV, pp. 350ff. (cf. 
Dtimmler, Neues Archiv, Vol. X, pp. 347 if.). But these pieces are inept and stupid in both 
manner and tone, eleven of them being but short invocations to feast-days and saints' days. 
They are thoroughly without lyric appeal and therefore beyond the pale of our discussion. 

I Why, I do not know; the MS in which it is found is Cod. Bern. 568 saec. XII. 
2 Why, I do not know; the MS in which it is found is Cod. Bern. 434 saec. XV. 
3 Above the piece is written: Quedam monacha nigris vestibus induta diligens quem- 

dam clericum volens quod ageret rem cumn ea: at ille nolens so consentire peccato se realiter 
hiis versibus excusavit. 

9 
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In veteremque pari conversa furore tumultum 
Invisam rebus accelerare necem. 

Autumnus senior gelide post credita spectans 
Semina crediderat fenus obisse suum. 

I contend that such indiscriminate grouping of Latin verses as 
we have here found Ronca guilty of is not helpful. Nowhere in 
his long essay does Ronca trouble to separate the jewels of poetry 
from the ashes and cinders which hide them. Like Hubatsch he 
becomes involved in frequent contradiction because of failure to 
establish classes. We shall meet a like fate, unless what follows 
convinces the reader that to apprehend the real nature of Latin 

song in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries he must recognize at 
least three types: (1) nugae amatoriae; (2) goliard lyrics; 
(3) popularizing lyrics. 

NUGAE AMATORIAE 
If the light and popular ballads of love and springtime which 

we are now to examine owe their origin to scholastic and churchly 
tradition, then they were born in France. For in no other land 
of mediaeval Europe do we find this tradition by half so brilliant 
and strong. At no time during the ninth and tenth centuries was 
the culture inaugurated by Charles the Great entirely wanting-- 
here and there in Germany and France we find isolated instances 
of its survival. But still these centuries were largely a period of 
social disorganization unfavorable to consistent poetic effort,' and 
the new humanism of the twelfth century does not derive its 
impulse directly from them. It is rather coeval with the sudden 
rise of the schools and of scientific studies which is so marked a 
characteristic of the latter half of the eleventh century in France. 
We read the truth of this somewhat in Latin poetry.2 

1Cf. Maitre, Les .coles 6piscopales et monastiques (1866), p. 96; Milman, History of Latin 
Christianity (1867), Vol. III, p. 329; Mullinger, The Schools of Charles the Great (1877), pp. 
137 et al.; History of the University of Cambridge (1873), Vol. I, pp. 45 f.; Bartoli, I precursori 
del rinascimento (1877), p. 18; Newman's essays " The Reformation of the Eleventh Century " 
(British Critic [1841], April), and "The Benedictine Centuries" (The Atlantis [1859], Jan- 
uary); Giesebrecht, Geschichte d. deut. Kaiserzeit, Vol. I (1881)5, p. 329; Wattenbach, 
Deutschlands Geschichtsquellen, Vol. I (1904)7, pp. 350 ff.; Sandys, op. cit., chaps. xxv and 
xxvi. 

2 If we consider the poems, say, of Abbo of St. Germain (d. 923), Walafrid Strabo (d. 849), 
Eugenius Vulgarius (ca. 928), Notker the Stammerer (d. 911), Froumund of Tegernsee (ca. 
1013), Wipo (d. 1051), Hermann Contractus (d. 1054), Ekkehard IV (d. ca. 1060), we find that 
they are filled with far-fetched figures and tropes, with words that must have been intel- 
ligible to only a highly cultured audience; at every turn they show a slavish imitation of 

10 
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A double reason accounts for the lack of clarity and naturalness 
in the earlier mediaeval Latin school-poems. First, there would 
be at any time before the wider dissemination of education but 
few men who could attain the stylistic ease of Gerbert of Rheims 
and Lambert of Hersfeld, to say nothing of the mastery of John 
of Salisbury and Abelard.' Secondly, in the ninth and tenth cen- 
turies, as in the sixth, there was an attempt to achieve a dolce stil 
nuovo; simplicity and correctness were taboo, bombast and abnor- 
mality were striven for.2 .In a phrase, we discover a wordy rhetoric 
where we had hoped for poetry.3 
classical form and diction, or a blind adherence to other clerical models. Now it is true 
that a German spirit, a sort of inner warmth, occasionally glimmers in the Latin verses of 
Wipo and Hermann (cf. Dtimmler "Opusculum Herimanni diverso metro conpositum," 
Zeitschr. f. deut. Alt., Vol. XIII, p. 433); true that Ekkehard IV's attractive Casus S. Galli 
has thrown such a charm about the life of an early mediaeval monastery that scholars have 
vied with one another in portraying in living colors the inmates as gifted poets and musi- 
cians sine pari (Schubinger, Die Sdngerschule St. Gallens [1858], Winterfeld, Ilberg8 neue 
Jahrbilcher, Vol. V, pp. 350 if., likewise " Rhythmen- u. Sequenzenstudien " in Zeitschr. f. 
deut. Alt., Gautier, La podsie liturgique, etc., etc.). True, of course, above all that the poet 
of Waltharius often discovers the popular German vein, that his namesake knows the volk8- 
lieder sung in the streets, the proverbs that fall from the lips of the laity (cf. Dfimmler, 
"Ekkehard IV von St. Gallen," Zeitschr. f. deut. Alt., Vol. XIV, pp. 8, 9). It is true that 
Froumund, although not the author of the Ruodlieb, and often limping and obscure (Seiler, 
Zeitschr. f. deut. Phil., Vol. XIV, p. 405) is yet on occasion tender, humorous, and possessed 
of an effective native coarseness (Kempf, Froumund von Tegernsee [1900], p. 67). And so one 
might go down the roll, remembering Walafrid and Roswitha, Thietmar and Notker - Not- 
ker, who, whether author of the tales of the Monk of St. Gall and all that Winterfeld " in- 
stinctively " assigns to him, or not (Wattenbach, Geschichts8chreiber d. deut. Vorzeit, Vol. 
XXVI [1890]3, Kogel, Litteraturgesch., Vol. I, Pt. 2, p. 221, Baldauf, Der Monchvon St. Gallen 
[1903], Winterfeld, Stilfragen, p. 11, Herrigs Archiv, Vol. CXIV, p. 73) is the unforgettable 
creator of the sequence, the poet who learned of the lowly minstrel as well as of the MSS of 
the cloister-school. But, important as all this and all like this is for the story of German life 
and literature, the form of these Latin school-poems is apt to be crude, unbending, artificial, 
they are the outcome of toil and not talent, they are so colorless and general (with but few 
exceptions) as to speak of no particular time or place, often they are so tortuous that we 
may not even guess as to their intent. 

1 Cf. Norden, Die antike Kunstprosa (1898), Vol. II, pp. 707, 750 if.; Deutsch, Peter Abd- 
lard (1883), pp. 62 f.; Sandys, op. cit., pp. 489, 498, 509, 517. 

2 Cf. Gautier, La po.sie religieuse dans les clottres des ix-xi silcles (1887), pp. 33 if.; 
Dreves, Analecta hymnica, Vol. VII (1889), pp. 10 if.; Roger, L'enseignement des lettres 
classiques, pp. 238 if. Norden (op. cit., p. 754) does not spare the so-called tropes and prosae 
of the tenth and eleventh centuries when he says: " They belong to the most hair-raising 
productions ever composed in the Latin language; fustian and eccentricity celebrate their 
bacchanalian orgies. The one thing comparable to them are the Hisperica famina." Cf. 
Zimmer, Nennius vindicatus (1893), pp. 291 ff.; and on the general matter of cryptic Latin 
expression, Giesebrecht, De litterarum studiis apud Italos (1845), pp. 22 f.; Goetz, " Uber 
Dunkel- und Geheimsprachen," Sitzungsber. d. sachs. Gesellschaft (1896), pp. 62 if. For a 
convenient survey of Latin literature in the tenth and eleventh centuries cf. Sandys, op. cit., 
chaps. xxvi, xxvii. 

3 Ecclesiastics and schoolmen had, of course, no such conception of the mission of 
poetry as prevailed in a later age. Verses and letters were written to gain fluency of 
expression in the Latin tongue, to inculcate grammatical principles, to acquire an epistolary 

11 
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But when the new time appears a comparative freedom of 
movement is manifest. An awakened consciousness expresses 
itself in verse which speaks of the world about it; the poet has 
ceased in some measure to be the artisan, he is more the artist. 
He is concerned with the portrayal of personal thought and experi- 
ence, his literary traditions are those of his own day, the content 
of his work is warmer and more subjective, the pressure of the age 
molds his material into new forms. An individuality confronts us, 
and not a monk.' 

And so it is that we now meet with a more iridescent poetic 
language; one that is still at times forced or even vitiated, but yet 
succinct and striking, one that is by turn solemn and passionate, 
simple and wanton, joyous and abandoned.2 Poets begin to believe 

style, etc. The so-called dictamina were decked out with every sort of pompous quirl and 
flourish (cf. Zarncke,Sitzungsber. d. s8chs. Gesellschaft [1871], pp. 34 ff.; Wattenbach, Archiv 
f. Osterr. Geschichte, Vol. XIV, pp. 854 ff.; Sitzungsber. d. bayr. Akademie [1872], pp. 594 if.; 
Berliner Akademie [1892], pp. 91 ff.; Rockinger, Quellen u. Erdrterungen, Vol. IX [1863]; 
Mari, I trattati medievali di ritmica latina [1899]; Norden, op. cit., pp 953 if.). Likewise 
Latin verse-making either had a purely practical aim or was but a sort of play in academic 
metrics. Content mattered little, formula was all. A flowery diction was attempted, verses 
were overloaded with scholastic erudition till they staggered and fell, and even in the 
slightest structures, such as epitaphs and inscriptions, we constantly meet most unlikely 
quotations from the Aeneid, the Metamorphoses, and the Ars amandi (Steinmann, Die tituli 
und die kirchliche Wandmalerei [1892]; Dresdner, Kultur- u. Sittengesch. d. ital. Geistlich- 
keit, pp. 202 if.). Dresdner says: "Despite the constant manufacture of verses these cen- 
turies are wretchedly poor in poetry as few others have been." For an outline sketch of 
transitional Latin poetry cf. Norden, " Die latein. Lit. im Obergang vom Altertum zum Mit- 
telalter," Kultur der Gegenwart, Part I, division viii (1905), pp. 374-411; Grober, Grundriss, 
Vol. II, p. 323; Wattenbach, Sitzungsber. d. Berliner Akad. (1891), p. 97; Langlois, Notices 
et extraits, Vols. XXXIV and XXXV; Mari, Roman. Forschungen, Vol. XIII, pp. 883 ff. 

1 Cf. Grober, Grundriss, Vol. II, p. 323. 
2 Cf. Grober, Grundriss, p. 324. Seiler in his review of Voigt's Kleinere lateinische 

Denkmrler der Tiersage (Anzeigerf. d. Alt., Vol. V [1879], p. 102) rightly considers the animal 
tales and fables of high importance for the history of mediaeval intellectual life. He says: 
" These poems show the seeds of a thoroughly new spirit. Elsewhere in the twelfth century 
we find, it is true, enthusiastic religious ardor, the simple and credulous narrative of sacred 
story, an earnest and punitive morality; but in our poems there is no word of all this. In 
its place there appears an insistence on the right of subjective appetites and views which is 
quite unheard of in this time: whatever is pleasing is permitted. An ironic portrayal of 
self forms the innermost kernel of these verses and despite the rhetorical art and artifice 
which fills them there sometimes peer forth from such witty and coruscating lines the well- 
known features of Sir John Falstaff ironed into a smooth but unfelt solemnity. It is the 
same spirit which breathes yet more boldly and boisterously in the songs of the wandering 
students." Longer pieces which betray the like penchant for didactic allegory and satire 
parallel these shorter efforts: cf., for example, the sermones of Amarcius (ca. 1046), the Spe- 
culum stultorum of Nigel Wireker (ca. 1190), and the Architrenius of Jean de Hauteville 
(ca. 1181); Francke, Amer. Jour. Phil., Vol. XI (1890). For Juvenal in the Middle Ages, cf. 
Anz. f. Kunde d. d. Vorzeit (1871), p. 232 : magis credunt Juvenali quam doctrinaeprophetali, 
the bibliography cited by Sandys, History of Classical Scholarship (1903), pp. 619 f., and Hild, 
Bulletin mensuel de la facult6 des lettres de Poitiers (1890 f.). 
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themselves the favorites of the muses; they are convinced of im- 
mortality.' Grober is doubtless right in believing that this 
enlightenment first came in the northwestern provinces of France - 
in the ecclesiastical domain of Tours-and spread soon thereafter 
to Normandy, England, and Germany. The Provengal lyric felt 
the breath of it, and a quickened pulse beats in the work of French 
and Anglo-Norman poets like those already mentioned in an earlier 
chapter on the goliards, like Hugo of Orleans and Baudri of Bour- 
gueil, and others too numerous to mention. Suddenly the almost 
emptied lists are thronged by a newly marshaled legion of poets 
whose very number bespeaks strength.2 

The transition from such poetry as this to twelfth-century love- 
songs of MSS like Cambridge and St. Omer, Queen Christine and 
Benedictbeuern, would now seem easy, in a sense inevitable. The 
mystery attending on the dawning of Latin minnesang, like that 
of German love-poetry some fifty years later would now appear to 
be explained away. We have but to wait a little while and this 
Franco-Latin poetry just described will have crossed the German 
borders with the student and clerk who is retracing his homeward 
steps;" and no German clerk of the day was considered sufficiently 
cultured without a training at the French schools. We need there- 
fore not be surprised to find this poetry a little later serving the 
uses of lighter Latin verses which are Teutonic in feeling and in 
imagery, and even pointing the way to a subsequent body of ver- 
nacular verse. And thus we might travel blithely from Abelard's 
school on Mont Ste. G6nevieve via Bavarian-Latin poets like the 
authors of certain poems in the Carmina burana straight to the 
lyrics of Walther von der Vogelweide. Why not ? Literary his- 
tory has had to chronicle stranger journeys. And we might nod 
our heads in sleepy acceptance of this empfindsame reise except 
for one thing: 

1iPeter of Blois is a child of his age when he says: " Nostra etiam scripta quae se dif- 
fundunt et publicant circumquaque, nec inundatio, nec incendium, nec ruina, nec multiplex 
saeculorum excursus poterit abolere." 

2 Confronted by these facts Gebhart (Les origines de la renaissance de l'Italie, 1879) 
asks plaintively: " Why was Italy and not North France the cradle of the Renaissance? " 

8 " Vom Rheine her," said Scherer (Gesch. d. d. Dichtung, p. vii), " wirken franzOsische 
EinfltLsse auf Geistliche, Spielleute und Ritter. Sie dringen langsam die Donau hinunter: 
zuerst franzOsische Theologie; dann franzOsische Epik; zuletzt franzOsische Lyrik." 
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When we ask, with Reinmar of Brennenburg: "WA sint nu alle 
die von minnen sungen?" the answer is: "So far as we may learn, 
no known Latin poet of the twelfth century ever wrote a love-song." 
In this matter Venantius Fortunatus and Alcuin, Walafrid Strabo 
and Paul the Deacon, .Ethelwulf and Theodulus are as much 
responsible for our Bavarian love-songs written in Latin as are 
any of the northern French poets who participated in the twelfth- 
century revival of learning. Let us see. 

Adam of St. Victor wrote no profane lyrics; he remained all 
his life single to the sacred muse. Hildebert of Tours was doubt- 
less the best-known poet of his time, but in all his carmina mis- 
cellanea there is no erotic lyric verse. He possessed coolness, 
elegance, and poise. His were a fatal surety of diction and flexi- 
bility of form; and yet the best of his odes, like those to the 
Countess AdBle of Blois and Queen Mathilde, are types of eulo- 
gistic writing without the direct and personal plea. They repre- 
sent but the farthest reach of stammbuchspoesie.1 

Then there is the story of how Bernard of Clairvaux was given 
in his youth to the writing of worldly verses and prankish songs, 
but we may not read from this that their burden was the passion 
of love. Berengar who is sponsor for the tale refers to them as 
"tilts of rhythmic poetry, tours de force of malice and raillery."' 
This is as we should expect.3 Nor should we imagine that the 

1 Cf. Duperron, De venerabilis Hildeberti vita et scriptis (1855); de Deservillers, Hilde- 
bert et son temps (1875); Dieudonn6, Hildebert de Lavardin (1898); V. LeClerc, Histoire lit- 
tMraire, Vol. XIJ, pp. 20 ff.; Haur6au, Les mdlanges pogtiques d'Hildebert (1882). Subjective 
as Hlaureau's criticism often is, it is quite as convincing as that of Pascal (" Le miscellanee 
poetiche di Ildeberto" (Poesia latina medievale [1907], pp. 5-68), who, while he agrees with 
Colucci (Un nuovo poema latino dello xi secolo [1895], pp. 29 f.) that a mediaeval poet should 
not be censured for occasional lapses from good taste, still adjudges Hildebert no better an 
artist than Marbod, Gerald of Barri, Matthew of Vendome, and others. 

2 Haureau would reason that such poems were in part at least love-songs (Po.mes attri- 
buds 8. Bernard, p. iii). He cites the decree forbidding Cistercians to write rhythmic 
verses: "monachi qui rythmos fecerint ad domos alienas emittantur, non reversuri nisi per 
capitulum generale," and remarks: " By reading some collection of these verses, as, e. g., that 
of the monks of Benedictbeuern, one readily understands how it one day became necessary 
to condemn so great license, atter it had been tolerated so long." The facts do not warrant 
this statement. First, the Benedictine monks composed few, if any, of the songs in their 
MS; second, how can one argue from Cistercian and Clunian monks in twelfth-century 
France to Benedictines of thirteenth-century Bavaria, especially when the first term of the 
comparison is so vague a factort 

3 For many passages in Bernard's letters evidence his aptitude for keen satire, and one 
at least shows him cognizant of the Golias songs. Walter Mapes in his De nugis curialium 
speaks of the epistle which says: "Peter Abelard stalks ahead like full-armored Goliath 
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moduli of Walter of Chatillon "which resounded through all 
France" were tender love-songs. Again as in the case of Bernard 
a biographer tells us that Walter "conposuit cantilenas musicas."' 
And Schreiber, following a hint of Giesebrecht's, assigns to him 
certain of the St. Omer songs because of their correspondence in 
diction and manner with some passages of Walter's longer and 
more earnest satirical narratives. But before we agree to this we 
must remember that in the Middle Ages musical songs were apt to 
be anything rather than amatory lyrics, that verbal correspondence 
by no means indicates borrowing from a particular author in a time 
and in a medium where set phrases necessarily predominate.2 

I have chosen the four poets Adam and Hildebert, Bernard 
and Walter, because they are considered to be the greatest Latin 

poets of the twelfth century whose names we know. But I have 
also examined the poetical writings of many others, such as Serlo' 

before his squire Arnold of Brescia." Cf. S. Bernardi opera (1726), Vol. II, col. 183; Phillips, 
Walter Map (Wiener Sitzungsber., Vol. X [1853], p. 333 -reprint, p. 17). 

1 Cf. supra, Part I, p. 23, n. 2. 
2There is no good reason for assigning all the St. Omer songs (Archiv. f. Kunde d. d. 

Vorzeit, Vol. VII) to a single author, just because some of them are similar in diction. Nor 
need we believe the learned professor and author of the Alexandreis wrote them, even if 
they do here and there bear a certain likeness of phrasing to the Confessio Goliae and to 
other poems thought by some to be the work of Walter (cf. Haureau, Notices et extraits, Vol. 
VI [18931, pp. 292 if.). The St. Omer songs are none of them simple as some of the Carmina 
burana are; one and all they display the culture and taste of school-products. They there- 
fore show in large measure, exactly as we should expect them to, the same technique and in 
places almost identically the verbiage of the greater narrative and satirical poems of the 
goliards. It is at first, I admit, confusing to discover so many coincidences of thought and 
expression among the more artificial verses of mediaeval schoolmen and wandering students. 
But the commonplaces which Schreiber industriously cites (Die Vagantenstrophe, pp. 23 f., 
35 f.) are not necessarily proof of identity of authorship, if we recall that in such poetry the 
canons of scholastic taste produced an astonishing uniformity. Tricks of speech, conven- 
tional imagery, a fixed figurative mold, similarity of view-point, tone, and melody, scarcity 
of adequate metrical models--all these causes induced a monotony of expression that 
would be inexplicable, but that we know it was the direct outgrowth of school routine 
and plagiarism. Again and again mediaeval sermons, letters, poems, nay, whole books, 
have been accredited to one schoolman or another on the basis of style and diction, 
only to discover at the last that what had seemed to be a safe foundation for such ascrip- 
tion is naught but quicksand. Many a deft line of Hildebert's is in the Anthologia latina, 
many a dramatic sermon which seems to breathe the very life of Paris is the death-mask of 
Seneca. Why try to specify what all students know? But, on the other hand, why base 
arguments on this or that supposed passage of Walter when the next moment may show it 
to be derived from Lucan? 

3 Before his conversion Serlo was the author of many licentious verses, some of which 
are known to us (cf. Haur6au, Notices et extraits, Vol. I [1890], pp. 313, 323), but interesting 
as he is as a commentary on the school life of his day, there is nothing in his metrical verses 
devoted (cf. Mimoires de I'Academie des inscriptions, Vol. XXVIII, Part II, p. 242) to the 
praise of one maiden and one embrace, or to the tale of how his love prefers one deed to 
many words, which leads us even dimly to suspect this master of arts of a musical song. 
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of Wilton, Gerald' of Barri, Baudri2 of Bourgueil, Peter3 of Blois, 
Reginald' of Canterbury, Henry5 of Huntingdon, and many other 
poets who have been fabled to write cantilenae of the popular and 
singable sort.' Besides this, I have searched through metrical 

1If Gerald really wrote poetry more lyrical in quality than the Descriptio cujusdam 
puellae (cf. Part I, p. 34, n. 1) or the distichs in which he pleads with Reason to aid him in 
overcoming his desire for the maiden he surprises at her bath, it is lost to us. This is not 
likely, for Gerald himself, anticipating the judgment of posterity, collected all his letters, 
poems, and speeches into one book, not even neglecting to write an autobiography (Giraldi 
opera, ed. Brewer, 1861f.). No attempt at sincerity characterizes his verses; in epigram- 
matic measures he toys with any and every theme- whether it be the girl Laetitia or the 
wrong employment of utraque. 

2 No rhythmic songs ascribed to Baudri are extant, but his epistle to Emma (No. 215) is 
a new proof of the success with which certain churchmen cultivated Latin poetry toward 
the end of the twelfth century. It gives us a riant picture of the landscape of Bourgueil: 

Attamen iste locus foret olim vatibus aptus, 
Dum musae silvas solivagae colerent. 

Nam prope prata virent, illimibus humida rivis, 
Prataque graminea flore fovent oculos. 

Et virides herbas lucus vicinus amoenat, 
Quem concors avium garrulitas decorat. 

Hic me solartur tantummodo Cambio noster, 
Cujus saepe undas intueor vitreas. 

Romania, Vol. I (1872), p. 45; Delisle, Mgmoires de la socidtd des antiquaires de Normandie, 
3e s6rie, Vol. XXVIII (1871); Pasquier, Un porte du xie sikcle (1878); Wattenbach, Berliner 
Akademie (1891), p. 16. 

3 So much has been falsely attributed to Peter of Blois that it is not safe often to char- 
acterize his writing, but except for a rhythmic conflictus between the flesh and the spirit 
and a few metrical lines on wine and beer we have nothing left of the poems he refers to in 
his letters. A single excerpt will suffice (epistola lxii): " Quod autem amatoria juventutis 
et adolescentiae nostrae ludicra postulas ad solatium taediorum, consiliosum non arbitror, 
cum talia tentationes excitare soleant et fovere. Omissis ergo lascivioribus cantilenis, 
pauca quae maturiore stylo cecini tibi mitto, si te forte relevent a taedio et aedificent ad 
salutem." Cf. Du M6ril (1847), pp. 151, 201. 

4 Cf. Neues Archiv, Vol. XIII (1888); Wright, Biographia Britannica literaria (1846), 
Anglo-Norman Period, p. 78; Anglo-Latin Satirical Poets (Rolls Series, 1872), Vol. II, p. 262; 
ten Brink, Gesch. d. engl. Lit. (1899)2, p. 153. A most charming song is the poem in praise of 
Reginald's birthplace, Faye-la-Vineuse: 

Fagia, si loquerer linguis, et milia nossem 
Plectra, prius morerer quam singula scribere possem. 
Fagia, dum calidis sol curribus occidet undis 
Ceruleae Thetidis, hostes mucrone retundis. 
Fagia, donec aper silvas, et flumina piscis, 
Et virgulta caper repetent, tu crescere discis. 
Fagia, donec apes cithisum, juvenemque puella, 
Esuriensque dapes amat, ardes vincere bella. 

5 No amatory verses of Henry's are left us, unless we would call by this name the ten- 
der epigrammatic couplets of his younger days like: 

Qui tenerorum vulnus amorum non reveretur, 
Innumerorum tela dolorum perpetuetur. 

Cf. Anglo-Latin Satirical Poets, Vol. II, pp. 163 ff. 
6 The light poems of Stephen of Orleans were undoubtedly satirical in strain; cf. supra, 

Part I, p. 23; and Du M6ril (1847), p. 151, who gives quotations to prove this point. We need 
not halt further to extend our list of churchmen who wrote goliardic songs in their unregen- 
erate days, for the tale is ever the same. Odo of Orleans and Godefrid of Rheims were 
mere gelegenheitsdichter; it was satire Pierre of Corbeil composed in his youth; of. Dreves, 
Stimmen aus Maria Laach, Vol. XLVII (1894), p. 576; Cherest, Bulletin de la Sociotf des 
Sciences de 1' Yonne, Vol. VII (1853), p. 35; Chambers, Mediaeval Stage, Vol. I, p. 281. The 
nugae amatoriae which Leland ascribes to Joseph of Exeter were doubtless no more lyric 
than Hildebert's and surely not so graceful. 
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poems of every kind which might be suspected of containing, or 
at least suggesting, lyric material: Fulbert of Chartres, Arnulf of 
Lisieux, Matthew of Vendome, Geoffrey' of Vinesauf, Marbod of 
Rennes, Bernard of Morlaix, etc. Uncharted seas of metrical 
lines dealing with love and women, the joys of the cup and of 
gaming, spring landscape and winter sorrow, have also been navi- 
gated, for I could not banish the fearful thought that any 
moment might bring in sight the land where was the sought-for 
lay of love, even if the poem but dimly shadowed forth the nebu- 
lous horizon of it. I shall of course not stop to publish the whole 
philological log of this journey, for it is only the record of con- 
tinued disappointment. The colophon of all is: no matter how 
unsparing the search, there is in the known and unknown Latin 
school-poems of the twelfth century no simple, rhythmical lay 
of love. 

As to Abelard-I hesitate. His songs in the lighter manner 
caught, we are told, the ear of the street and the market-place. 
We have absolutely no proof that they were not written in French 
instead of Latin, except that a chance utterance of Abelard's 
informs us that the vernacular jargon was distasteful to him. But 
suppose that they were in Latin. The statement as to their pop- 
ularity comes from not unprejudiced sources: either Abelard 
loquitur, and his vanity was not exceeded even by his dialectic 
dexterity, or it is Heloise that is speaking, with the accustomed 
ardor of her uniquely passionate temperament. If Heloise is 
bearing witness of her own personal observation, let us remember 
that her environment was entirely a clerical and cultured one.2 So 
many students had gathered to listen to her master that R6musat 
can soberly claim the pupils of Abelard outnumbered the other 
citizens of a town. They and their camp-followers and para- 
sites were dominated by the brilliant figure of Abelard, blinded 

I 

1 Whose real name seems to have been the cacophonous "de Cumeselz" (cf. Haureau, 
Notices et extraits, Vol. XXXIV, ii, p. 427; Hamilton, Amer. Jour. Phil., Vol. XXVIII (1907), 
p. 463. 

2 The story runs that Heloise when standing before the altar at which she took the veil 
sobbed forth the protest of Lucan's Cornelia (Pharsalia, Bk. viii): 

o maxime conjux I 
O thalamis indigne meis! Cur impia nupsi, 
Si miserum factura fuit 

Cf. Ronca, Cultura medievale, p. 130. Whether we credit this tale or not, it is quite in 
accord with what we know of the temper of the age. 
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by his romantic liaison with the mediaeval Hypatia. Very likely 
they passed his songs from lip to lip like flame. But still there 
are serious reasons for doubting that these lost amatoria would 
afford us a vision of a new world of erotic lyric singing. For 
one, I should never seek for them with Ehrenthal among poems 
like the Hebet sidus.1 

Let us pause a moment to visualize the matter. Suppose that 
Adam of St. Victor had been discovered to be the author of pro- 
fane love-lyrics, what should we know before we had ever seen 
them ? We should know that one so overfond of displaying feats 
of skill in versification, of prodigally accumulating and curiously 
interlacing his rhymes, would never overcome himself and appear 
a Villon, no matter how perfect his mastery of the forms he 
used. Or tell us that Hildebert is the author of newly discovered 

rhythmic pieces on the theme of love, and what shall we antici- 

pate ? We shall expect again to meet the classical coolness of an 

elegant didacticism, the euphuistic statement of an Aramis among 
churchmen, but not a single melting love-lyric from the gentle 
prelate who has already filed ten thousand verses smooth. Now 
if one should say that the composer of a letter to Astrolabius, the 
author of cut-and-dried planctus on Old Testament subjects, the 
writer of ninety hymns and sequences that breathe but the life- 
less excogitations of a theological wit-that some love-songs by 
this man had just been discovered, who would hurry to their peru- 
sal? He who had yawned over sacred pieces that are woefully 
prosaic in conception and imagery,2 he who had wondered at the 

strange contrast such hymns offer to the intense beauty of St. 
Bernard's ? Scarcely. 

Three notable Latin poets remain, however: Primate, whom we 

may now know in part at least as Hugo' of Orleans, Archpoet, who 

IStudien zu den Liedern der Vaganten (1891), pp. 5 f. 
2 Wilh. Meyer asserts that Abelard belongs among the most artistic poets of his age, but 

later on restricts this statement to the forms in which he composed his planctus (Ges. 
Abhandl., Vol. I, pp. 341, 357). Traube likewise speaks of the "formgewandten Abelard" 
when referring to Dreves' iHymnariuc Paraclitensis (1891). But it is easy to overestimate 
the poetic value of the almost numberless additions which twelfth-century churchmen 
made to hymnals and antiphonaries (cf. Chevalier, Podsie liturgique [1893], Julian, Diction. 
ary of Hymnology [1892]). 

3 One cannot read without a thrill Wilhelm Meyer's remarkable study of the Primate, 
Hugo of Orleans (GOttinger Nachrichten [1907], pp. 75-111, 113-75). A new poet and a new 
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should be a German if only for his meum est propositum, and 
scapegrace English Hilary. But still we cannot speak of a tender 
love-song. In Primate and Archpoet both we find a satire that 
burns, a humor that riots, a deftness and verve of narration that 
brings the scene clearly before us with a few bold strokes. And 
these are things which pave the way for a certain sort of lyric 
verse, although they never attain to it unless the superadded touch 
be given. Where among all the pieces of Golias and Archipoeta, 
Primas and Walter of Chatillon, Walter Mapes' and Philip of 
Gr6ve, do we cull out a love-lyric ? The most that can be said of 
such a lyric in connection with these narratives filled with pungent 
irony, cynicism, and invective, is that they are at times so personal 
as to be lyric in their general tone, so genial that we would not 
willingly deny to the age that bore them a softer accompaniment 
of love-song. And this existed in fact, as we know, but its authors, 
like those of popular poetry the world over, are unknown to us. 

type of poetry is there discovered to us - we could do without this MS of Oxford verses as 
little as we could surrender the Cambridge songs or the Benedictbeuern pieces. With mas- 
terful touch Meyer unrolls before us the picture of Hugo and his environment. A small, 
ugly figure - he calls himself Zacchaeus - Hugo is the master of a biting wit, a termagant 
for temper, but sympathetic with distress, an inveterate beggar, grumbler, gambler; versed 
in all the lore of the schools and yet a genial poet who knows on occasion how to avoid 
pedantry and to depict living scenes in a fashion remarkably natural, bluff, and popular. 
Clearness of expression and an abundance of enlivening detail unite to lend many of his 
verses a unique warmth and strength. A creature of contrasts: master of smooth hexame- 
ters and flawless rhythms, author of mordacious and rough verses mixed of French and 
Latin; now a conscious poet of elegant diction, now spewing forth nastiness that would 
shame a gamin of the streets--such Wilhelm Meyer shows him to be, with every shading 
that combined erudition, acumen, and intuition can disclose. Born toward the end of 
the eleventh century, some sixty years older than the Archpoet, Hugo does not attain the 
latter's profundity of thought and emotion; a certain splendor and richness of imagery 
which characterize the archpoet's efforts are lacking in the Frenchman. But on the 
other hand there is no trace in Hugo of the learned professor and poet, as in Walter of 
Chatillon; he is simple and humane as none other of his time. 

If such a one as this has left us no lyric love-song of tender import, but contents him- 
self where women are concerned with either a satirical bow or with the railing and bawdy 
utterance of the brothel, should we dim our eyes seeking through all the amatory pieces of 
school and church in twelfth-century France for anything more than graceful ode, gelegen- 
heitslied, or dedicatory distich? It is labor lost to rummage through a haystack for a 
needle, unless we believe at least a pin will reward our pains. 

1" If, as is still possible," says Saintsbury (History of Criticism [1900], Vol. I, p. 470, 
note), "and most probably can never be disproved, Walter Map fashioned the perfect 
Arthur stories by dint of combining the Lancelot-Guinevere romance and the Graal legend, 
composed the De nugis and wrote an appreciable quantity of the goliardic poems, he will 
run Chaucer hard in all but the claims impossible to his time. But the 'if' is a big if." 
How large an " if" is made clear by Sandys, who remarks that twelve elegiac Latin verses 
comprise " almost the only certainly genuine product of Map's muse that has survived;" 
cf. Cambridge History of English Literature, Vol. I (1907), p. 210. 
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Last not least is Hilary. I find no reason why we should not 
regard him as the typical gelegenheitsdichter of his time in the 
northern French schools. He was a student of Abelard's, the gift 
of lyric song as it was understood in his day was strong within 
him. The phrases of his cult were at his finger-tips. A sense of 
form rare in the measures of the age characterizes his work, an easy, 
at times insouciant grace; poetic instinct. He had no aversion to 
French refrains-- Hildebert himself betrays no greater smoothness 
of rhythm. Until new light is given us we must believe his lines 
the pattern of the new school-lyric with its Mariolatry made over 
into minnedienst, its conventional rhymed letters to titled blue- 
stockings,' its frank avowal of preferring Ganymede to Hebe. 
First then let us examine this type of gallant versification, that we 
may the better appreciate the difference between it and certain 
ballads of love and springtime found in the Carmina burana. 

In its inception at least mediaeval Latin school-poetry was 
satirical rather than lyrical, moralizing rather than descriptive, 
declamatory and not the expression of individual feeling. Just as 
it had been the custom in older monastery schools to read long 
poems treating dully of the viciousness of the world, so at stated 
intervals when the students of French and English schools 
assembled for disputation with their teachers we know that poems 
were presented in which various orders of society and different 
sects were made to feel the lash of a keen satire. Cynicism soon 

1 Cf. Baudri's epistles to Cecile, Muriel, Agnes, Emma, Beatrix, Constance; Duchesne, 
Historiae Francorum scriptores coaetanei, Vol. IV (1641), pp. 274 ff; ,Migne, Patrologia, Vol. 
CLXVI, coll. 1181-1208; Delisle, Romania, Vol. I (1872), pp. 42 ff. Certain of the twelfth-cen- 
tury billets doux, despite the conventional nature of their content, are well worth remem- 
bering. I quote from Hagen (Carmina medii aevi, p. 201) the tender note to Juliana, by an 
unknown author: 

Carmina missa gravis mihi sunt fomenta caloris: 
Totus in accenso pectore saevit amor. 

Nuper erat risus mihi missi carminis actor, 
Cum Veneris tardam saepo rogaret opem. 

Spernebam Venerem, saevosque Cupidinis arcus, 
Non expertus adhuc posse, Cupido, tuum, 

Indignata Venus zelo me fixit acuto: 
Vulneris impatiens sentio, quid sit amor. 

Si medicina queat tantum lenire dolorem, 
Sola potes dubiae ferre salutis opem. 

Mellea verba tuae. nisi fallant dissona, menti 
Languenti medicum te, Juliana, dabis. 

Tam dulci pretio tibi me firmabis amicum, 
Moribus, aetate, nobilitate parem. 

Nos ita consimiles, ut mutuus uniat ignis, 
Elige me solum, quae mihi sola places, 

Et quia nulla domus nostris conspectibus obstat, 
Aspectu recrees lumina nostra tuo. 
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came to the fore at such occasions as William Fitz-Stephen, for 
example, informs us:' 

Sunt alii, qui in epigrammatibus rythmis et metris utuntur vetere illa 
triviali dicacitate, licentia Fescennina socios suppressis nominibus liberius 
lacerant loedorias jaculantur et scommata, salibus Socraticis sociorum 
vel forte majorum vitia tangunt vel mordacius dente rodunt Theonino 
audacibus dithyrambis. Auditores, 

multum ridere parati, 
Ingeminant tremulos naso crispante cachinnos. 

When we remember that even the shorter school-poems were pre- 
pared with a view to recitation rather than singing, we find a 
quick explanation for much of the figurative imagery and scaf- 
folding that the lyric pieces betray. Heaping-up of words, cita- 
tions of classical analogues by the score, digressive reminiscence 
of biblical story, far-fetched paronomasia, constant allusion to 
school-exercises and study-these are the things that find their 
background in the aula and not in outdoor life.' 

The Latin erotic lyric, in so far as it was the product of the 
schools, did not take its origin from these longer songs of learned 
and cynical import. But it was at first conditioned by the same 
custom and environment, it sprang from like authors, it leaned on 
school tradition. 

Hilary was a young Englishman3 who studied with Abelard at 

1 Cf. Wright, Biographia, p. 364; Hubatsch, op. cit., p. 20; Robertson, Materials for the 
History of Thomas Becket (1876), Vol. III, p. 1; Dictionary of National Biography, Vol. XIX, 
p. 212; GrOber, Grundriss, Vol. II, p. 275. 

2 Even the so-called Comoediae were written in distichs and intended for reading or at 
most for reciting; they are as much book-poetry as the legends of Roswitha and are not to 
be confused with dramas which were performed, like the Mysteries derived from the liturgy, 
or, on the other hand, the living and political drama of Antichrist. Cf. Cloetta, Beitrdge zur 
Ltteraturgesch. d. Mittelalters (1890), Vol. I; Creizenach, Geschichte des neueren Dramas 
(1893), Vol. I; Chambers, Mediaeval Stage (1903), Vol. II, pp. 208 ff. 

3 Duchesne, who first published one of Hilary's songs (Abaelardi opera, ed. Amboesus 
[1616], p. 243b), does not deal with his nationality. Mabillon thought him English (Annales 
ordinis S. Benedicti, Vol. V [1713], p. 315); a view adopted in Histoire littmraire, Vol. XII 
(1763), p. 255. Champollion-Figeac hints that Hilary is French (Hilarii versus et ludi [1838], 
p. vii) and Hubatsch agrees with him (Lat. Vagantenlieder [1870], p. 10), adding that 
the grace and smoothness of the poet's diction would have been remarkable in an Eng- 
lishman of his day(I). Leyser (Historia poematum [1741], p. 416) and GrOber (Grun- 
driss, pp. 347, 355 f., 396, 421, 424-26) do not refer to the place of his birth, but Wright (Bio- 
graphia, p. 91) and Schofield (History of Eng. Lit., pp. 66, 67) decide for England. Sandys 
is non-committal. He says that Hilarius "is supposed to have been an Englishman" (Cam. 
bridge History of English Literature, Vol. I, p. 212). 

For English origin speaks the fact that five of Hilary's twelve lyric pieces are addressed 
to persons of English birth: Eve, Rose, William of Anfonia, and two English boys. Hervey 
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Paraclet and Quincey. He wrote twelve poems which have come 
down to us: 

1. Evae virginis epicedium 6. Ad Petrum Abelardum 
2. Ad sanctimonialem nomine 7. Ad puerum Andegavensem 

Bonam 8. Caliastri laudes 
3. Ad sanctimonialem nomine 9. Ad Guillelmum de Anfonia 

Superbam 10. Ad puerum Anglicum 
4. Forte ad eandem 11. Ad puerum Anglicum 
5. Ad Roseam 12. De papa scholastico 

The titles of eight of these suffice to indicate the nature of 
their contents. No. 1 is a flabby and conventional dirge of forty 
quatrains uninteresting save for the light it throws upon the char- 
acter of Hilary's scoffing fellows: Eve dwelt alone with the hermit 

Hervey, asseverates the poet, yet without sin: 

Ibi vixit Eva diu 
cumr 

Herveo socio. 
Qui hec audis, ad hanc vocem te turbari sencio. 
Fuge, frater, suspicari, nec sit hic suspicio: 
Non in mundo, sed in Christo fuit hec dilectio. 

Ille sibi serviebat tanquam sue domine, 
Et vicissim Eva sibi sub ancille nomine. 
Mirus amor viri talis atque talis femine, 
Qui probatus et repertus omni sine crimine! 

No. 6 is a prayer to Abelard not to retire to Quincey (10 
quatrains with French refrain); No. 8 is a potboiler in praise of 
the charms and the wines of Chalautre, written presumably in 

of the Evae epicedium is likewise an English recluse. We know that there were many English 
novices in France at this time; cf. a letter of Geoffrey of Vendome (Epistolae, ed. Sirmondo 
[1610], p. 228; Migne, Patrologia, Vol. CLVII) in which he complains that unworthy English 
clerks have been sent to his monastery. Why deny any of these novices grace and smooth- 
ness when they are of the race that is soon to produce the mature work of John of Salisbury, 
Walter Mapes, and Gerald of Barri? A final reference to the English occurs in a line of the 
Depapa scholastico: " Papam tremit Gallus et Anglicus." 

The presence of French refrains in two of Hilary's songs has strengthened the opinion 
of some as to his French origin, but a moment's reflection shows the untrustworthiness of 
this prop. Macaronic song was the rule and not the exception in a society composed of 
members from every race in Europe-besides which, since the Norman conquest French 
was the birthright or the acquirement of all cultured Englishmen. Who can determine the 
author of the following song: 

Scripsi haec carmina in tabulis. 
Mon ostel est en mi la vile de Paris: 
May y sugge namore, so wel me is; 
3ef y de3e for love of hire, duel hit ys. 

Cf. Wright, Specimen~ of Lyric Poetry (1842), p. 64; ten Brink, Gesch. d. engl. Lit. (1899)2, 
Vol. I, p. 354. 
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payment for food and lodging (9 quatrains); No. 12 is an enco- 
mium of the scholastic pope, a figure having to do with one of the 
scholars' revels. Nos. 7, 9, 10, 11 are odes to boys after the man- 
ner of the O admirabile Veneris idolum, unworthy of mention 

except for the scholastic tradition which they mark: a tradition 

again referred to in No. 12: 

Papa captus hunc vel hanc decipit, 
Papa nullum vel nullam excipit. 

We should hardly expect the author of such poems to develop 
either tenderness or power in addressing women, and in this we are 
not disappointed. Nos. 2, 3, and 4 are samples of a poetic corre- 

spondence Hilary carried on with nuns; he exchanges songs with 
them, denominates himself their humble servitor, quem emisti 
munere, would have a new girdle from one and bounty from 
another, and assures them one and all of his unwavering constancy. 
There is nothing in these three amatory songs, nugae amatoriae, 
to warrant our believing them the models of the sincere, concrete, 
sensuous popular lyrics contained in the Carmina burana. They 
are simply and solely modish poetry padded with the current polite 
phrases of minnedienst, graceful protestations of an unfelt homage, 
ready compliments of an homme du monde. We could hope for 
no surer testimony .that we must not look to France for the ori- 

ginals of our popularizing lyrics than these twelfth-century Franco- 
Latin poems. As Hilary's poems are not easily accessible it will 

perhaps be well to print one of them herewith that the reader may 
convince himself of the truth of these assertions. I choose his 
ode to Rose, the warmest, most tender of all his verses: 

AD ROSEAM 

1 
Ave sidus occidentis, 

Sidus lucis unice, 
Summum decus tue gentis 

Et telluris Anglice; 
Fama multis argumentis 

Protestatur publice 
Quis sit status tue mentis, 

Quam largus inmodice. 

2 
Ave, splendor puellarum, 

Generosa domina, 
Genma micans, sidus clarum, 

Speciosa femina, 
Quae precellis, et non parum, 

Mulierum agmina, 
Bonum ingens, bonum rarum, 

Mea lege carmina! 
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3 
Crede mihi, cum natura 

Te primo conposuit, 
Ad probandum sua jura 

Te mundo proposuit. 
Dotes multas, bona plura 

Tibi quidem tribuit; 
Et quid posset sua cura 

Prudenter exibuit. 

4 
Te produxit generosam 

Parentum nobilitas, 
Te produxit speciosam 

Benigna nativitas; 
Te severam, te jocosam 

Doctrine frugalitas; 
Nomen tuum signat rosam, 

Et ecce virginitas. 

5 
Per te fama verum dicit 

Neque cessat dicere, 
Atque famam verum vincit, 

Dum nequid sufficere; 
Fama vero senper crescit 

Neque cessat crescere; 
Sic se victam erubescit, 

Quae solebat vincere. 

6 
Corpus decens, splendor visus 

Orisque modestia, 
Et venustus ille risus 

Carensque lascivia, 
Effecerunt ut confisus 

Sim de tua gratia: 
Ob hoc ego sum enisus 

Ad audendum talia. 

7 
Cum sis potens et benigna, 

Sicut esse sentio, 
Nunc susmito, virgo digna, 

Me tuo servitio; 
Corpus meum et res meas 

Jam tibi subicio; 
Me deffendas, et res eas, 

Mea sis protectio. 

8 
Jam securus ego vivam, 

Ad cuncta tentatnina 
Tutus ero, cum te divam 

Habeam pro domina. 
Sume mea, virgo decens, 

Benigne precamina, 
Ut te laudet forma recens 

Mea senper pagina. 

This is as near love-poetry as any known author of the twelfth 
century came to write. Polished as a brilliant pebble, its phrase- 
ology borrowed from the hymns to Mary, addressed to a lady of 
noble birth, collected and cool as Hildebert's compliment to AdBle 
or Baudri's epistle to Emma; such poetry was current in the French 
schools of Hilary's day. Odo of Orleans, Peter of Blois, Godefrid 
of Rheims, Henry of Huntingdon, and many another may have 
achieved like verse, but the lost effusions of these young and amor- 
ous students have not come down to us. 

LOVE-LYRICS OF THE GOLIARDS 

We must not call the nugae amatoriae of schoolmen and 
churchmen love-lyrics, for then no term is left to use when we are 
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confronted by the glowing, sensual, concrete poems with which 
we are now to deal.' In these erotic verses which custom connects 
with the name of goliard, woman is first depicted with detailed 
realism, the poet spends himself in the recital of passionate senti- 
ment: "novus ignis in me furit; cor aestuat interius; amare 
crucior; morior vulnere quo glorior." Hilary's gray-hooded Rose 
is pale as some young Schiller's Laura when compared with Flora 
faultless as a blossom,2 Lydia whose cheeks of rose are dyed with 
Tyrian red,3 or the maiden like a morning-star who is compact of 
Blanchefleur and Helen and full-limbed Venus.4 In the back- 
ground of Hilary's poems loom convent walls and nuns singing 
matins; in goliardic verse the scene shifts to the dimly lighted 
room of Venus non verecunda: 

Dum caupona verterem 
Vino debachatus, 
Secus templum Veneris 
Eram hospitatus; 5 

Veneris ad thalamum 
Omnes currunt viae; 
Non est in tot turribus 
Turris Alethiae;6 

Si variarum 
Odor herbarum 

1 Interesting is the pronouncement of Gerhoh of Reichersberg (d. 1169): "In all the 
realm of Christendom none longer dares to sing shameless songs publicly." This statement 
shows how little trust should often be reposed in contemporary testimony. Cf. Scherer, 
Gesch. d. d. Dichtung, p. 63. 

2 Carmina burana, No. 56; Wright, Early Mysteries (1838), p. 114; Haur6au, Notices et 
extraits, Vol. XXIX, Part II, p. 312. Although the version of MS Christine is the completest 
of the three redactions (8 stanzas), Haur6au actuated by a false shame prints but three stan- 
zas. In self-justification he quotes Figaro's epigram: " Man drinks when he is not thirsty 
and makes love 

continually--that's 
what distinguishes him from the animals.4' 

3 Anthologia latina, ed. Riese, Vol. II, p. xli; Gaudeamus (1879)2, p. 96. 
4 Carmina burana, No. 50; cf. Burckhardt, Kultur der Renaissance (1869)2, p. 138. Two 

passages of this long mosaic poem are noteworthy: stanzas 8 and 9, which remind in their 
phraseology of Hilary's Ad Roseam but are shot through with color; stanzas 29 and 30, which 
Symonds refers to as " a paean of victorious passion." 

5 Carmina burana, No. 49; a long poem in mock heroic strain dealing with the visit of 
a student in a brothel. 

6 Carmina burana, No. CLXXII: the celebrated Confessio Goliae. For the bibliography 
and variant texts of this poem see Werner, Beitrdge zur Kunde d. latein. Lit., p. 200. In the 
name Alethia Paris (Romania, Vol. VII, p. 95; cf. Vol. XXIV, p. 455), Laistner (Germania, 
Vol. XXVI, p. 420; G~olias, p. 106), and Peiper (Gaudeamus2, p. 213) see an allusion to the 
character in Theodulus' Ecloga: "Alethia virgo decora nimis David de semine regis pro 
christiana religione decertat cum Pseuste." 
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Spiraverit, 
Si dederit 
Thorum rosa, 
Dulciter soporis alimonia 
Post defessa Veneris commercia 
Lassis captatur, 
Dum instillatur.1 

Suddenly it is as if the shackles had fallen away. In such poetry 
Tannhaiuser no longer cringes before the pope hopeless of absolution; 
Tristan is careless of discovery, Launcelot makes laughing confes- 
sion. All people seem in love with loving. The world is gross 
a little, but then for a short space the world is again free. "If 
you bring Hippolitus I To Pavia Sunday I He'll not be Hippo- 
litus I On the following Monday," says the Archpoet. Stronger 
than Hercules must that clerk be who but for the moment will 
escape the snares of Venus.2 What we may think of this sort of 

poetry is another matter, but one thing is sure. It is a new type. 
Where did it come from? How did it come about? 

Let me answer these two questions by asking one. Why 
should the most accomplished and awakened set of writers which 
central Europe knew-the students at the French schools-be 
exempt from the pervasive influence of new social ideals which 
found their highest expression at just this time in vernacular 
verse and courtois poetry ? I quote from Diez: 

While the songs of the troubadours were affording joy and entertain- 
ment to the cultured world in the south of France, the northeast of Spain, 
and upper Italy, lyrical poetic art was likewise being practiced in the 
other parts of Europe under the same, or at least similar, conditions and 
forms and in a kindred spirit. This poetry appears everywhere in the 
double guise of artistic and courtly verse, developing according to local 
circumstances and popular traditions. This similarity is even to the 
casual glance surprising, but it gains in extent and clarity the moment 
that one after careful sifting collates the various points to be compared. 
And so the question cannot be avoided: did communication and reciprocal 
influence occur, and if so, to what extent? In such assembling the Pro- 
vengal lyric necessarily seems to occupy the most important place, for it 

SCarmina burana, No. 37; of the author of this piece Burckhardt wrote: "der fein 
beobachtende Sybarit kann kein Nordlander sein." 

2 Carmina burana, No. 38; Analecta hymnica, Vol. XXI, p. 154: Haur6au says of it 
(Notices et extraits, Vol. XXIX, Part II, p. 310): "C'est une jolie piece, 6crite avec aisance, 
oh la pens6e n'est pas obscurci6 ni la langue vici6e pour satisfaire aux exigences du rythme." 
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is the oldest and geographically situated in the center of the others. But 
no matter how many traits these literary phenomena may have in common, 
one should still be careful not to accord too great weight to their inter- 
communication. One must at all times seek to differentiate between 
what is transmitted and, on the other hand, that which arises from general 
human conditions and from the particular trend of the age.' 

The poetry of troubadour, trouvere, minnesinger, and goliard 
are all brought into being by the new spirit of the twelfth century 
which we know so well; chivalry and the cloth of gold, love of 
sensuous beauty and of every luxury that spiced and embellished it. 
None of these bodies of verse grew by insensible gradations out 
of preceding forms-one single movement added a new character- 
unit, a simple mutation occurred, and that moment mediaeval 

worldly love-lyrics of a novel species were born.2 All that the 

nugae amatoriae of schoolmen needed to become erotic goliard 
lyrics they received from the same impulse that changed the ver- 
nacular lyric of France, Germany, and Italy. The instant this 

impulse was manifest in Latin poetry the new type was born.3 
If we wish, then, to connect this storm-and-stress lyric with 

that of men like Hilary, we must use the phrase school-poetry in 
a changed sense. It can no longer mean meticulous lyric and 

epic verse with the traditions of the school and of scholasticism in 

every line of it. It is a poetry of revolt, one that has found con- 
scious expression for the passions and tumults of town and uni- 

versity life, one that reflects the answer of its time to the pressure 
of novel conditions.' The free-lance who wrote the Saevit aurae 

1 Cf. Diez, Die Poesie der Troubadours (1883)2, pp. 213, 215. 
2 Cf. Manly, " Literary Forms and the New Theory of the Origin of Species," Modern 

Philology, Vol. IV, pp. 577 ff.; Allen, ibid., Vol. III, pp. 442 ff. 
3 Vogt, Leben und Dichten der deutschen Spielleute im Mittelalter (1876), pp. 9 f.: "Until 

the middle of the twelfth century the dominant class in the domain of poetry continued to 
be the clergy, and it is characteristic that even the duchess Gertrude, wife of Henry the 
Proud, when she wished to hear the Song of Roland in German verses, did not turn as we 
might expect to a minstrel but to a priest. Not until the twelfth century came, and the whole 
intellectual life of the nation underwent that powerful about-face which gave full currency 
to the worldly element in literature, did the minstrels occupy a more important and influ- 
ential position in the history of German culture." With practically no change these sen- 
tences will do as well for the story of any other European literature. As clergy yielded 
their ground to minstrels, so did Latin churchmen fall back somewhat before the children of 
this world, the goliards. " Legend and love were the two main themes of the twelfth century 
literary revolt against earlier religious traditions." Strange, indeed, would it be if the 
Latin students of the period had continued unmoved by them. 

4We gain a hint of the coming of such poetry in the Viennese MS published in the 
Archiv. f. l1tere deutsche Geschichte, Vol. X, p. 559: " Young people surrender themselves to 
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spiritus may possibly be a clerk like Hilary, but he resembles him 
no more than the author of the Roman Elegies or the Venetian 
Epigrams resembles the poet who composed watery and inane 
poetic exercises for the Leipziger Liederbuch, or (to speak in 
terms of closer analogy) than Walther in the years of his maturity 
as wandering singer and political seer resembled him who wrote 
while under the spell of Reinmar's courtly effusions the songs of 
the "first period": theorizing debates on the nature of love. 

A new type of poetry assuredly; a new sort of author perhaps. 
The wandering students (goliards) seem to have known life better 
than they did grammar and dialectic, to have been in close touch 
with all classes and conditions of people.' They scarcely aban- 
doned their school life to become settled churchmen, famous peda- 
gogues, royal secretaries and the like, as did most of those we 
spoke of in the preceding chapter. No conventional bonds were 
set for them; whoever they were, they led a care-free and vagabond 
an indiscreet and frivolous manner of living, run after prostitutes who make public display 
of their wares, and seek by their effeminate and ribald verses to seduce and incite to sensual 
pleasure any who will listen to them. These youths believe that they are thus acquiring 
much fame, whereas they only succeed in being ridiculous. For proper and intelligent men 
despise the things on which they set much value, esteem them as nothing more than minstrels, 
and take good care not to clothe them with reputable offices." Evil as the morals of the 
students were, and they have been portrayed to us by many a contemporary reformer (cf., for 
example, a sermon of Chancellor Prevostin, thirteenth century, Haur6au, Vol. III, p. 166), 
the pace was set for them by their instructors - like master like man. When we remember 
the verses of Serlo referred to above, and recall among the poems ascribed to Marbod the 
Satira in amatorem pueri (Migne, Patrologia, Vol. CLXXI, col. 1717; Werner, Beitrage zur 
Kunde der latein. Lit.2, p. 5); when we review the epigrams assigned to Hildebert (Hau- 
r6au, M4langes pogtiques, pp. 177 if.): how he believes sodomy not a crime but a vice, details 
the phases in the development of the human seed, how in the Elegia de perfida amica 
(GrOber, Grundriss, Vol. II, p. 421) the poet warns against women who betray their lovers 
for money; we need not be surprised to find poems of similar import intruding everywhere 
even in the trope-books and sequence-collections. The song Clauso chronos reserato (Car- 
mina burana, No. 46) is among a series of Christmas songs in a sequentiar of the Order of 
Preachers; MS St. Gall 383, Zeitschr. f. deut. Alt., Vol. XXXIX, p. 363, Analecta hymnica, 
Vol. XX, p. 7. The Olim sudor Herculis (Carm. bur., No. 38) is found along with other vagan- 
tenlieder in the antiphonary of Peter of Medici; Codex Laurentianus Plut. XXIX, 1, Annu- 
aire bulletin de la socidtd de l'histoire de France (1885), pp. 101 ff., Analecta hymnica, Vol. 
XX, p. 9. The Rumor letalis (Carm. bur., No. 83) and other profane songs of the Benedict- 
beuern collection are included in a troparium of the thirteenth century; Codex Stuttgartien- 
sis. Handbibl. I Asc. 95, Analecta hymnica, Vol. XX, p. 28, etc., etc. The famous chansonnier 
of Montpellier contains in parallel columns liturgic texts and erotic, often smutty, French 
love-songs; Coussemaker, L'art harmonique au xii et xiii siecle (1865); Koller, Zeitschr. f. 
Musikwissenschaft, Vol. IV, p. 1-82; Raynaud, Recueil de motets francais (1881), Vol. I; Ana- 
lecta hymnica, Vol, XX. p. 28. The sacred songs of Cod. Parisin. 15131 appear to have been 
composed to fit the melodies of old French popular pieces; Haur6au, Vol. IV, p. 278, Ana- 
lecta hymnica, Vol. XX, p. 24. Hard it is to decide in many cases whether we are dealing 
with mediaeval nalvet6 or brutality (cf. supra, Part I, p. 33). 

1Cf. ten Brink, Gesch. d. engl. Lit., Vol. I (1899)2, pp. 353 f. 
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existence and the stamp of it is everywhere in the erotic lyrics 
they composed and sang. 

As to the other question, how far we may trace in these lyrics 
the influence of ProvenCal and French prototypes-it is difficult, 
in the present state of our knowledge impossible, to attempt a 
definite answer. In isolated cases, of course, we may demonstrate 
that one Latin lyric or another came from specific French or Pro- 

vengal songs.' But to ascertain in any general and sweeping 
fashion just in how far the love-lyrics of the goliards were con- 
ditioned by and shaped after a precedent body of vernacular court- 

poetry in France-this is quite a different matter. First, we must 
establish a codification of the melodies, verse and stanza forms, 
rhyme devices, etc., of troubadour and trouvire poetry; and then 
show that these were introduced into Latin lyrics of a later date 

than they. Second, we must gather the main themes and the 

particular treatment of these themes in troubadour and trouvbre 

poetry and prove that at a later time Latin lyrics adopted them. 
Third, in many minor matters of internal evidence, such as idio- 

syncrasy of phrase and epithet, style and syntax, reminiscences, 
commonplaces, identity of petty mannerism, and the like, we must 
make apparent that the mediaeval Latin love-lyrics followed defi- 

nitely in the steps of precedent vernacular verse in southern and 
northern France. 

These things have already been done, it is true, in a detached 
fashion and with widely differing results. We have many studies 
of melodic and harmonic art during the twelfth and thirteenth cen- 

turies,' but still none that make reasonable the claim of France to 

priority where Latin lyricality is concerned. Investigation of 
French verse and stanza forms leaves us yet with the possibility 
that mediaeval Latin erotic lyrics followed quite exclusively their 
own traditional development." Their themes, too, are largely akin 

I By applying tests, for instance, such as those suggested in the Appendix, infra. 
2For bibliography of this subject cf. the study of Lavoix on the Musique au sitcle de 

St. Louis (in the second volume of Raynaud's Recueil de motets frarais [1883]), pp. 467-79, 
and the supplements of Vierteljahrsschrift fur Musikwissenschaft, 1885 if.; also David et 
Lussy, Histoire de la notation musicale depuis ses origines (1882); Coussemaker, L'art har- 
monique (1865), and Restori's " Note sur la musique des chansons " in Julleville, Histoire, 
Vol. I, pp. 390 ft. 

a Cf. Wilhelm Meyer, Fragmenta burana, pp. 173 ff.; Gesammelte Abhandlungen (1905), 
Vol. II, pp. 30 if. Meyer says: " Ich glaube bewiesen zu haben, dass die Deutschen seit Not- 
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to those of all the vernacular bodies of mediaeval verse and unless 
one insist unduly upon the evidence of MS chronology' there is 

nothing to be gained by the cataloguing of motifs that Latin 

poetry possessed in great part centuries before the troubadours 
and trouvares appeared upon the scene.2 

Perhaps we shall never know beyond the shadow of doubt 
either of two things: first, that there were not written before the 
twelfth century by goliards beautiful Latin ballads of love ; sec- 
ond, just how great was the influence exercised by the Provengal 

ker einen ununterbrochenen Strom lebhafter und kunstreicher Sequenzendichtung gehabt 
haben und dass von den lateinischen Gedichten der Carmina Burana sicher viele,wahrschein- 
lich die meisten in Deutschland gedichtet sind." Meyer believes in the priority of the Latin 
forms to the French: " Den Provenzalen und den Franzosen lag es bei der grossen Ahnlich- 
keit der Sprache viel nAher und leichter, die kunstreichen Strophen der mittellateinischen 
Dichter nachzuahmen. Was bei diesem Streben die provenzalischen, die franzOsischen und 
die deutschen Dichter geleistet haben, dessen Wert gegenseitig abzuwagen, ist Icaum mOg- 
lich und hat keinen Zweck." 

1 As one should not do; simply because a sort of Provengal lyric (based upon the time- 
tables of MSS which have chanced to descend to us) seems to antedate certain French songs 
by a few years; because again the latter precede by a span the German courtly song, and 
this German poetry anticipates the appearance of some Latin erotic verses--therefore 
what? For this reason alone shall we establish a direct line of evolution in four languages 
from Poitou to Benedictbeuern by way of Paris? I have already expressed my feelings on 
this head (cf. Modern Philology, Vol. III, p. 412). 

2 Latin poetry is the starting-point of any investigation of the mediaeval Provengal and 
French lyric. Failure to recognize this fact largely, at times entirely, nullifies the results 
attained by Joanroy in his Origines. Hie would prove first that certain themes existed in 
France and that they later were developed in other countries, and all this is fairly true, 
especially when we accept his chronology as decisive and believe that post hoc means propter 
hoc. But there is nothing essentially French in most of the themes that he lists as funda- 
mental ones; and as a matter of fact almost all of them can be found in Latin poetry known 
to us from a much earlier time than the one that he treats. 

The only reason, of course, that we cannot discover many of these themes in vernacular 
poetry of the centuries precedent to the troubadours is that all of this earlier verse is lost, 
and there is but the indistinct mirage of it in the dull skies of Latin literature. There were 
minstrels who wrote well in Romance long before the middle of the ninth century, if we 
believe such testimony as the lines which summon poets to the memorial service for Adalhard 
of Corbie (d. 826) : 

Rustica concelebret romana latinaque lingua 
Saxo, qui pariter plangens pro carmine dicat: 
Vertite huc cuncti cecinit quam maximus ille, 
Et tumulum facite, et tumulo super addite carmen. 

Cf. Raynouard, Choix despogsies des troubadours(1816-21),Vol. II, p. cxxxv; Diez, op. cit., p. 16; 
Rajna, Le origini dell' epopea francese, p. 326, note 2. 

3 Harping upon a single theme is tiresome, but I would again suggest that it is not 
beyond the realm of possibility that a new MS earlier in date than the twelfth century will 
be discovered in which Latin love-ballads are included; then may topple the carefully 
reared fabric of goliard ascendency in twelfth-century France. Without the Cambridge 
MS we should be without any hint of such a song as the Levis exsurgit zephyrus; except for 
Schroder's discovery twelve years ago we should not know that popular German dance bal- 
lads were being piped in the early years of the eleventh century. By so thin a thread does 
literary history at times depend. English literature furnishes two remarkable analogies. 
Were it not for one poem, The Owl and Nightingale, early transition English would offer us 
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lyric on the poems of the wandering students. We must be con- 
tent to say that from the twelfth century on, impelled thereto by a 
new movement in literary art, goliards composed songs like the 
Saevit aurae spiritus, Lydia bella, and Si linguis angelicis, referred 
to above, like the E globo veteri, Rumor letalis,' and a host of 
other poems contained in the MSS of St. Omer, Queen Christine, 
and Benedictbeuern. Effective as these pieces are, they are still 
full of classical reminiscence, recondite mythological allusion, 
artificial verse structure, learned apparatus, scholastic subtleties, 
and mention of school and studies; they are poems frankly cog- 
nizant of the necessity for fleshly enjoyment, hungry for it, 
unsated by it, unabashed in the discussion of it.2 

These poems, so far as we may judge by the MS evidence at 
our present disposal, were written by the goliards first in the 
twelfth century and in France. There is no inherent reason why 
Englishmen and Germans and Italians who had never been in any 
of the French schools may not have composed such verses, but 
proof of this is lacking. Current doctrine therefore may hold en 
ddfaut de mieux until we know more than we do or are likely to 
about the individual history of these fugitive Latin pieces. About 
a hundred of the love-poems in the Carmina burana belong to the 
type of erotic goliard lyric and may thus claim the schools of France 
as their birthplace, or-what is the same thing for our purpose- 
they were modeled upon songs which had originated there; they 
but the dried curds of homilies, proverbs, and gnomic verses, didactic works like A Father's 
Instruction and Paternoster, the Ormulum, Poema Morale, Bestiary, and Ancren Riwle, 
Layamon's Brut, saints' lives, religious allegories, and uninspired planctus. But one poem 
and one alone is sufficient to mark the existence in this age of freshness and originality. It 
is known to us in two MSS, but others of its kind are known to us in none. Again: " among 
the Cottonian manuscripts in the British Museum, a small quarto volume numbered Nero 
A. x contains the four Middle English poems known as Pearl, Cleanness, Patience, and Sir 
Gawayne and the Grene Knight. No single line in these poems has been discovered in any 
other manuscript " (Cambridge History of Eng. Lit., Vol. I, p. 357). Had this single MS not 
been found we should not possess three of the finest English poems of the fourteenth century, 
together with the "jewel of English mediaeval literature " (as Gaston Paris called Gawayne; 
Histoire littgraire de la France, Vol. XXX). 

1 Carmina burana, Nos. 40, 83; Dreves, Zeitschr. f. deut. Alt., Vol. XXXIX, pp. 363, 365; 
Wright, Early Mysteries (1838), p. 111. 

2 Cf. Carmina burana, Nos. 31-51, 53-57, 59, 60, 61, stanzas 9-16, 65, 78, 84, 89, 90, 95-98, 101-3, 
105-18, 120, 122-29, 131-34, 137, 139, 141-44, 147, 154-61, 163-68. This list has no absolute value 
and is merely provisional. Learned goliard pieces these poems are, but not always in their 
entirety, for in certain stanzas of some of them we find intercalations or allusions of the 
popular sort. Such material will be reverted to below, in our treatment of " popularizing 
Latin lyrics." 
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were conditioned by the "French" spirit of their time. Without 
hesitation and without hair-splitting let us assign them to that 
country which appears to have first given them birth and vogue. 

It may, however, be acknowledged that there is a trace of guile 
in this ready surrender of the goliard songs to France. For they 
are no more the poems we are seeking than were the nugae ama- 
toriae of the schoolmen. Beautiful they are, many of them, but 
popular they are not, any of them. Dance-melodies are not heard 
in them. They have no establishable connection with the humble 
festivals and customs and speech of the people. Except in such 
instances as we shall find later on, where transmuted snatches of 
folk-song and vernacular tones intrude, goliard poems remain a 
learned thing, as far removed generally and generically from real 
life as the metrical faery romances of French Arthurian tradition. 
They are not racial, not autobiographic. Sprung like courtois 
poetry from new impulses, they soon grow, just as this poetry did, 
"universal"--they become "denationalized." "Take ten lyric 
trouv6res," said Louis Passy, "and you will not find ten men, but 
just one lone trouvere."' In like wise one goliard's lyric is apt 
to resemble any and every other's. 

FRENCH POEMS IN THE CARMINA BURANA 

In the preceding chapter we differentiated two kinds of song, 
the amatory lyric of known authors and the erotic lyric of the 
wandering students- assigning them both to twelfth-century 
France. There is no difference of opinion possible as to the first 
sort, the amatory lyric; but it was suggested that the second sort, 
the erotic song, might be born in any individual instance outside 
of France. There are at least five methods which have been em- 
ployed by scholars to determine the country where such erotic 
songs originated, and it was my original intention to subject these 
pieces one by one to the five tests in order thus to marshal philo- 
logical evidence in support of the statement that certain goliard 
pieces hitherto ascribed to France might be won for Germany. 
But I soon found that the accumulation of detail which this process 

1 BibliothBque de l'tcole des Chartes, Vol. XX (1858), p. 1; cf. also B6dier, Revue des deux 
mondes (1894), p. 923, Jeanroy in Julleville's Histoire, Vol. I, p. 380. 
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of research necessarily entailed threatened to bury the main argu- 
ment of my thesis so deep beneath a mass of debris that I could 
not expect even the reader trained to academic digging to recover 
it. I therefore have contented myself to allow French origin to 

any piece whose origin seemed uncertain, in order not to cloud the 
issue by petty doubtings. It is no essential part of my present 
endeavor to rescue mediaeval Latin lyrics for Germany; I want 

merely those that I may have after suspicion is stilled-any songs 
which in no wise suggest a foreign source and which are found in 
a German MS I shall assume to be native and German. Lest I 
should be suspected of not taking into consideration the five tests 
in the case of any song I hereafter examine I cite and discuss them 
all in an appendix at the end of this study. One other matter 
before we proceed further: Schmeller's text of the Benedictbeuern 
MS is untrustworthy. Before undertaking my work I used all the 
titles given below to establish as correct a version as possible.! 

The lyrics of love now left us in the Carmina burana number 
some thirty songs: 52, 61, 63, 79-82 (81 is to be divided into 
two pieces), 88, 92, 99, 100, 108 stanzas 5 and 6, 112, 114 stanza 
3, 115 stanza 1, 120 stanza 6, 121, 136, 138, 145, 146, 104, 119, 
130, 135, 140, 162. 

Six of these lyrics we may well assign to France, for they are 
Latin pastourelles: 52 Aestivali sub fervore, 61 Ludo cum Cae- 
cilia, 63 Exiit diluculo, 104 Florent omnes arbores, 119 Lucis 
orto sidere, and 120 Vere dulci mediante.2 Such pastorals were 

1 Carmina burana, ed. Schmeller, 1847; fourth edition reprinted without change 1905: 
Wilhelm Meyer, Fragmenta burana (1901), Ludus de Antichristo and Ursprung des Motetts 
(Gesammelte Abhandlungen (1905), Vols. I and II); Martin, Zeitschr. f. deut. Alt., Vol. XX 
(1876), pp. 46-69; R. M. Meyer, ibid., Vol. XXIX (1885), pp. 121-236; Wustmann, ibid., Vol. XXXV 
(1891), pp. 328-43; Patzig, ibid., Vol. XXXVI (1892), pp. 183-203; Dreves, ibid., Vol. XXXIX 
(1895), pp. 363 ff.; BObmer, ibid., Vol. XLIX (1907), pp. 161 ff.; Bartsch, Romanisches Jahrbuch, 
Vol. XII (1881), pp. 1 ff.; Ilberg, Zeitschr. f. d. Ostr. Gymnasien, Vol. XL (1889), pp. 103 ff.; 
Ehrismann, Zeitschr.f. d. Phil., Vol. XXXVI (1904), pp. 396 ff.; Lundius, ibid., Vol. XXXIX 
(1907), pp. 337 ff.; Santangelo, Studi Romanzi, Vol. IV (1905), p. 299; Wallenskold, Memoires 
d. 1. soc. neo-phil. a Helsingfors, Vol. I (1893), pp. 71 ff.; Ehrenthal, Studien zu den Liedern 
der Vaganten (1891) ; Peiper, Gaudeamus (1879)2; Grober, Carmina clericorum (1880); Laist- 
ner, Golias (1879); Schreiber, Die Vagantenstrophe (1894); Dreves, Analecta hymnica, partic- 
ularly Vol. XXI (1895); further, variant texts of individual songs published from other MSS 
than that of Benedictbeuern by Wright, Grimm, Du M6ril, Milldener, Haur6au, etc. 

2A pastourelle is a simple poem set in a rustic scene, graceful and trifling in tone, 
describing the meeting of a man of culture and an ingenue, generally a shepherdess, In no 
version that we have is this type of poem a volkslied, it is refined rather than simple, subtle 
rather than true. Curiously enough, the earliest example of the pastourelle is the Latin 
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sung in Provence and North France probably as early as the first 
half of the twelfth century and it is thought to have been long 
after this time that they spread across Europe finally to appear in 
fourteenth-century Italy as madrigals.' 

Another group of seven poems has been assigned to France 
because of allusions they contain. These are as follows: 

79 Congaudentes ludite; a simple dance-song of three quat- 
rains and refrain in which occurs the expression bela mia. But 
it is not these words which seem to betray its origin' so much 
as the antithesis the song emphasizes of crabbed age and fiery 
youth (after the manner of the French debat) and the tawdry 

song in the MS of St. Omer; cf. Mone, Archiv f. Kunde d. d. Vorzeit, Vol. VII (1838), p. 296; 
Du M6ril (1847), p. 228; Pillet, Studien zur Pastourelle (1902), p. 9; Jeanroy, Origines, p. 515. 
For the history of this lyric form and complete bibliography, cf. the first chapter of Jean- 
roy's book. 

1 Cf. Symonds, Renaissance in Italy, Vol. IV, p. 156. I do not quite understand why we 
may not imagine No. 61 to be Italian, for it is found in an Italian MS. Symonds felt that 
No. 52, with its verse sub olivae me decore detinebat mora, must have been written near Como 
or Garda, although the facts apparently do not bear out his belief. "In the production of 
the songs of the wandering students, with their boisterous love of life, their fresh feeling for 
nature and their keen satire against the church, the Italians had no share at all, or at any 
rate a most insignificant one," says Gaspary (Italian Literature to the Death of Dante [1901], 
p. 45), and Straccali, Ronca, and Novati share this view. Ozanam, however, regarded the 
Altercatio Helenae et Ganymedis as Italian (Documents inddits pour servir I'histoire littd- 
raire de l'Italie, p. 20) and Haur6au ascribes the De Phyllide et Flora to the same source 
(Notices et extraits, Vol. XXIX, Pt. 2, p. 308), Santangelo (Studio sulla poesia goliardica, pp. 
82 if.) tries to prove a number of the Carmina burana Italian in coloring and in origin. It 
is perhaps unnecessary to say that the Suevi which Schmeller prints in the sixth stanza of 
No. 52 and which caused several scholars to assign the song to Germany was changed to 
saevi by Peiper and Laistner. 

Several other poems in the Carmina burana are believed by R. M. Meyer (loc. cit., 
pp. 222 f.) to be imitations of French pastourelles: Nos. 45 Grates ago Veneri, 56 Saevit aurae 
spiritus, 105 Tempus adestfloridum, etc. No one of these pieces, however, can be copied from 
a pastourelle as the word is defined in the preceding note. My definition is based upon 
Jeanroy and G. Paris (Romania, Vol. V, p. 125). 

2 Unless we think a handful of words determine the nativity of a song. If we do, pray 
where were the following born7 

Deu sal misir bescher de vin, 
Tunc eum osculamur. 
Wir enahten niht uf den Rin, 
Sed Bacho famulamur.-No. 174. 

Urbs salva regia 
Trevir, urbs urbium 
Per quam lascivia 
Redit ad gaudium, 
Florescit patria, 
Flore sodalium. 

Per dulzor! 
Her wirt, tragent her nuo win, 
Vrolich suln wir bi dem sin.-No. 181. 

Compare with these the song mentioned on p. 74. 
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goliard phrase militemus Veneri.' The outcry of love with which 
the refrain ends, da hi zevaleria, has always sounded German in 
my ears when I remember various unintelligible juchzer which 
break forth from German popular poetry of love, but this is a 
mere matter of opinion and none can tell.' 

80 Cur suspectum me tenet domina? The complaint of one 
suspected of sodomy;3 five quatrains with the refrain Tort a vers 
mei dama. These French words do not necessarily make a French- 
man of their author any more than the practically identical line 
in Hilary's Ad Petrum Abelardum converts the nationality of the 
latter, particularly as another phrase of the poem bespeaks Ger- 
man origin.' But the song is perhaps best thought of as com- 
posed at a French school." 

81 Juvenes amoriferi; a simple dance-song of two quatrains 
with refrain. Contains no French word, unless domicelli and 
domicellas be gallicisms.6 

81a Doleo quod nimium; a Latin-Provengal love-song of seven 
six-versed stanzas.7 

1 Most of the poems that contain this phrase are suspected of learned and clerical 
origin: e. g., No. 31 militare Dioneo lari: 35 Veneris militiam proponere; 37 sic et Veneris 
militia; 53 militandi studio Venus excitatur; 107 militemus simul Veneri; 124 signa Veneris 
militet; 128 jam dudum amoris militem; 144 militetis Veneri, etc. 

2Jeanroy (Origines, p. 6, n. 3) thinks differently, as is to be expected. But R. M. 
Meyer, in speaking of two other juwezungen (125 lodircundeia, lodircundeia and 136 hyrca 
hyrce nazaza trillirivos) remarks: " the two refrains do not appear to be German because 
they are largely without the vowel a which is so predominant in German refrains" (loc. cit., 
p. 189). 

3 Not the first clerk to report false suspicion in this regard. Cf. Hertz, Spielmannsbuch 
(1900), p. 376: " Meretrices publicae ubique per vices et plateas civitatis passim ad lupanaria 
sua clericos transeuntes quasi per violentiam pertrahebant. Quod si forte ingredi recusa- 
rent, confestim ceos Sodomitas post ipsos conclamantes dicebant. Illud enim foedum et 
abominabile vitium adeo civitatem quasi lepra incurabilis et venenum insanabile occupa- 
verat, quod honorificum reputabant, si quis publice teneret unam vel plures concubinas." 

4 The debatable line nostra fuit Briciauuia afforded Grimm the conjecture that Breisgau 
was meant (Gedichte auf Friedr. I, p. 177), but Du M6ril translated the word Bressia avia, 
i. e., remote Bresse: in this he is followed by Hubatsch (Lat. Vagantenlieder, p. 90) and so 
French origin is given the piece. As if a German student away at school could not utter 
the preening statement: " Ah, Breisgau was free of this sort of infamy !" 

5 As may have been other songs presumably written by German students like No. 82 
Dulce solum natalis patriae, 162 O comes amoris, dolor, and the Hospita in Gallia quoted 
above; all songs of parting. To the French school should go No. 83 Rumor letalis which bids 
farewell to an unworthy mistress, although this song is found only in German MSS. 

6 Cf. Voigt, Quellen und Forschungen, Vol. XXV, p. 34. 

7 Cf. Fragmenta burana, p. 8, and Patzig (loc. cit., p. 197) for emended text. The song 
81a is made by patching together No. 169 and the last six stanzas of 81. 
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83 Rumor letalis; a song of farewell to a faithless mistress in 
three eight-versed stanzas, three quatrains, and three stanzas of 
five verses each.' 

84 Tange sodes cytharam; a pendant to the above. The 
faithless mistress has been replaced by a more modest love. Four 

eight-versed stanzas and four of six lines each; nasty in tone 
toward the end.2 

88 Tempus instat floridum; the complaint of a deserted girl. 
Sorrows for the lover who has fled in Franciam; six six-versed 
stanzas prefaced by a nature introduction of three lines and refrain. 

Now were it not for this last poem I should not object to sur- 

rendering to French originals and French models all the above 

songs. Who cares in any large sense whether higher criticism 

assigns one quatrain more or less to this country or that, because 
the sweetheart is called bela mia instead of Flora mea, because 

hyrca, hyrce nazaza is not so vowel-a-ful as tandaradei, because 
Briciauuia seems to a Frenchman to be Bressia avia rather than 
Brisigavia, or because domicellas is gravely averred to be l1am- 
sels and not Jungfern! It hurts somewhat, I confess, to give 
over No. 83 so easily. There is no allusion therein to school or 

learning, no classical lore or mythological imagery, no unreal fig- 
ure of speech. It is direct and tuneful as few Latin songs ever 
written, one of the few mediaeval poems I know where the Roman 

tongue flows as smoothly and truly as if spoken by an Augustan 
author. But we give it up for a most uncritical reason-the 
reason that has satisfied many an investigator in mediaeval fields: 

1 Also found in a Stuttgart MS of the thirteenth century; cf. Dreves, Zeitschr. f. deut. 
Alt., Vol. XXXIX, p. 363. Symonds (Wine, Women and Song, p. 129) says of the poem: "A 
remarkable specimen of the songs written for a complicated melody. The first eight lines 
seem set to one tune; in the next four that tune is slightly accelerated, and a double rhyme 
is substituted for a single one in the tenth and twelfth verses. The five concluding lines go 
to a different kind of melody, and express in each stanza a changed mood of feeling." 
Lines 17, 34, and 51 rhyme. 

2 Intricate in rhyme-scheme like the preceding poem. Jeanroy was able to clear up the 
meaning of four lines of it which had hitherto defied adequate translation: 

Mittam eam in ambulis, 
Et castigabo virgulis, 
Tangam eam stimulis, 
Ut facio juvenculis. 

Vinculis 
Vinciam, si consulis. 

The comparison of the mistress with a steed would appear to stamp sufficiently this poem 
as of French extraction (cf. Jeanroy, Origines, pp. 53, 477). 
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the poem seems to be too sure and clever, too gelungen to be 
written by a German pen. 

Personally I weary of the doctrine that German poets during 
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries were a trifle naive and stupid, 
and therefore unable to achieve a Latin song quite so well as 
their French brethren. I will not exactly say that this is not so, 
especially if the song be a pretentious performance full of scholas- 
tic phrasing and formula, and I acknowledge to a sense of awe 
when critics play high trump cards like Walter of Chatillon and 

Hugo of Orleans, St. Bernard and Abelard and Peter of Blois, 
Hildebert of Lavardin (who has left us no lyric line more sincere 
than the hexameters of Fortunatus) and the rest of the brilliant 

company of ecclesiastics and schoolmen whose lyric production 
we have so largely to take on faith. 

But if Walter did write the St. Omer songs, if Hugo did 
devote three living but rough poems to the courtesan Flora, they 
are none of them instinct with the feeling of the Rumor letalis; 
a piece so spontaneous in emotion, so flexible in meter that 

Symonds can compare it with Byron's When We Two Parted as 
a close analogue. 

1 
Rumor letalis 
Crebro me vulnerat, 
Meisque malis 
Dolores aggregat, 
Me male multat 
Vox tui criminis, 
Quae jam resultat 
In mundi terminis. 
Invida fama 
Tibi novercatur; 
Cautius ama, 
Ne comperiatur. 
Quod agis, age tenebris; 
Procul a famae palpebris 
Laetatur amor latebris 
Et dulcibus illecebris 
Cum murmure jocoso. 

2 
Nulla notavit 
Te turpis fabula, 
Dum nos ligavit 
Amoris copula, 
Sed frigescente 
Nostra cupidine, 
Sordes repente 
Funebri crimine. 
Fama laetata 
Novis hymenaeis, 
Irrevocata, 
Ruit in plateis. 
Patet lupanar omnium 
Pudoris in palatium, 
Nam virginale lilium 
Marcet a tactu vilium 
Commercio proboso. 
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3 Verbo rogantes 
Nunc plango florem Removes hostili; 
Aetatis tenerae, Munera dantes 

Nitidiorem Foves in cubili. 

Veneris sidere, Illos abire praecipis 
Tunc columbinam A quibus nihil accipis; 
Mentis dulcedinem, Caecos claudosque recipis, 
Nunc serpentinam Viros illustres decipis 
Amaritudinem. Cum melle venenoso. 

I find nowhere else in the Latin lyrics of these times so earn- 
est an apostrophe to a faithless companion. And the longer one 
searches, the more clear does this become. Let us read a few 
lines of Hugo's tirade against Flora who has left him, lines 
from a poet whom Wilhelm Meyer rightly considers eigenartig, 
vortrefflich, lebensprfihend: 

Quid luges lirice, quid meres pro meretrice? 
Respira retice neque te dolor urat amice! 
Scimus-et est aliquid-quia te tua Flora reliquit. 
Sed tu ne cures, possunt tibi dicere plures, 
Qui simili more simili periere dolore. 
Teque dolor scorti dabit afflictum cito morti, 
Ni dure sorti respondes pectore forti.1 

There is food for reflection in the thought that we must deliver 
our poem of parting to France, although we can discover no other 
French song like it, although it hints in no way at this country 
or its institutions, although it is found only in two German MSS 
-and all for the reason above given which a moment's study 

1 " O poet, thou must not grieve thus over Flora the runaway courtesan. It is all very 
uncomfortable for thee of course, but don't worry to death. First, there's no help for it 
anyway, and then besides--let the muse comfort you-that sort of girl is not worth it. 
Listen, you inexperienced person, and learn of what clay such a maiden is made. Good 
things to eat and drink, pretty clothes and other rich presents are the only matters that 
count with her; they outweigh your person and your poems. If you cease giving her 
presents, she seeks out another patron who is generous and laughs at you; begin your gifts 
again and she returns to you. She is tender for money's sake, so that she can cajole much 
from you; how you secure it, if you ruin yourself in getting it-- that's all one to her." Cf. 
Meyer, GOttinger Nachrichten (1907), p. 131. Hugo is hurt evidently in his tenderest spot- 
his pride. He wishes to worm out of his difficulty somehow and escape the malicious pity 
of his friends. So he pretends that he does not care much and publishes the woman as a 
common prostitute in order to save his own face. He succeeds but badly, although he 
gains here and there a certain pothouse effectiveness. If we compare this crude satire on 
fallen women, this first cousin to Golias, De conjuge non ducenda, with Rumor letalis, the 
lyric earnestness and truth of the latter at once becomes manifest. 
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convinces us is no reason at all. So set are we in our belief that 
France dominated the mediaeval lyric except for the crest of Ger- 
man minnesang. 

But No. 88 I shall not yield to France. In this, the most 
beautiful or at least the most touching song which the Latin lyric 
of the Middle Ages has to offer, there is ample evidence of Ger- 
man authorship. When Jeanroy associates it with French pieces 
dealing with the same theme, he merely shows how great the gulf 
is which separates the two. Again I am going to take space to 
print the whole poem in order to establish my point the better; 
and because wherever I have come across it except in Schmeller's 
insufficient text the introductory stanza has been omitted, as being 
but some chance anhangsel. 

It is this very prelude that gives dramatic tone to the poem! 
It offers us the nature-background for the passion which the next 
moment will unroll before us, it strengthens the romantic irony 
which dwells in the sudden break of mood that the coming lines 

bring. Heine, taught by the simple art of the schnaderhiapfel,l 
never gripped us with more sudden force than does this planctus. 

1 2 
Tempus instat floridum,2 Huc usque, me miseram! 
Cantus crescit avium, Rem bene celaveram, 
Tellus dat solatium. Et amavi callide. 

Eia, qualia Rea tandem patuit, 
Sunt amoris gaudia! Nam venter intumuit, 

Partus instat gravidae. 
1 For a discussion of the theory that Heine got a certain use of the " pathetic fallacy" 

directly from South-German popular quatrains, see my " Heine and the Schnaderhtipfel," 
Studies in Popular Poetry (1902), pp. 13-23. In a reference to this study a year or so ago 
Walzel announced his intention to teach me better ways. I shall, I trust, never be unready 
to receive new light on any subject, but the odd thing about this matter is that I agree 
with Walzel as to Heine's debt to popular poetry, and it is only through a misapprehension 
of my words that he regards me as an antagonist. 

2 There are a few similar examples of stimmungsbrechung in German minnesang, the 
most effective of which perhaps is Ulrich von Winterstetten's Sumer wil uns aber bringen. 

Summer brings again before us 
Trees in leaf and birds in chorus 
Flowers are come to clothe the plain. 
Forth from winter's fetters sally 
Heath and meadow, hill and valley: 
Roses red are seen again. 
All the world to mirth is turning- 
Only I alone am mourning. 

Cf. Nicholson, Old German Love Songs (1907), p. 129. The restoration of the Latin text as 
here given is based upon suggestions of Wustmann and Peiper, and especially of Lundius, 
who I believe for the first time recovered the proper form of the last two stanzas. 
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3 
Hinc mater me verberat, 
Hinc pater improperat, 
Ambo tractant aspere. 
Sola domi sedeo, 
Egredi non audeo, 
Nec in palam ludere. 

4 
Cum foris egredior, 
A cunctis inspicior, 
Quasi monstrum fuerim. 
Cum vident hunc uterum, 
Alter pulsat alterum, 
Silent dum transierim. 

5 

Semper pulsant cubito, 
Me designant digito, 
Acsi mirum fuerim. 

Nutibus me indicant, 
Dignam rogo judicant, 
Quod semel peccaverim. 

6 

Quid percurram singula? 
Ego sum in fabula, 
Et in ore omnium. 
Hoc dolorem cumulat, 
Quod amicus exulat 
Propter illud paululum. 

7 

Ob patris saevitiam 
Recessit in Franciam 
A finibus ultimis. 
Ex eo vim patior, 
Jam dolore morior, 
Semper sum in lacrimis.1 

There is of course no need of assigning to a French source this 
ballad of a pregnant girl merely because it contains the line reces- 
sit in Franciam. The argument of the poem is as follows: 

Gretchen has been betrayed by him who loves her. Beaten by 
her mother and cursed by her father, she still does not dare walk 
abroad, for her neighbors nudge one another and make mouths as 
she passes by. For her single lapse from honesty she is adjudged 
worthy of the stake. Why prolong the tedious tale? She has 
become a mock and her breath is choked with weeping; the tears 
flow faster at the thought that a father's cruelty has driven the 
lover off to France. 

Now there are at least two reasons why the lover is thought of 
as fleeing to France. First, this is his native home, as German 

folk-poetry has often considered it the birth-place of light-of-loves. 
Es war ein Buhlefrech genung/ War erst aus Frankreich kommen 

1 While the color of this stanza may perhaps not be said to be specifically German, it 
can hardly fail to remind us of many commonplaces in the volkslied, such as 

Nu mag ich numme singen 
Und mag kein freuden han, 
Ich het mir ein bfilen erworben, 
Den miss ich faren lan. 

-Uhland, Volkslieder, No. 36. 
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says Goethe, but we do not therefore deem his song modeled on 
a French original, nor need we the poem in Carmina burana; in 
fact we should think it not so, just because France is mentioned. A 
French song would presumably make the lover who did the betray- 
ing an English or Italian lad. The other reason for mentioning 
France is that it is a foreign land-terra incognita to the fearful 
German maid-and so seems the more terrible as a place of exile 
for one whom she still loves. She has heard perhaps of the disso- 
lute life there carried on by students and clerks and churchmen 
-rumors that have been much multiplied and magnified by more 
than one swaggering Meier Helmbrecht who has returned from 
his travels to strut about his native village. Again, then, the 
mention of France has a subtle poetic value which we immediately 
recognize but which tends to remove the song from its implied 
French origin. 

But while these two reasons do not absolutely do away with the 

possibility of French origin, they still do not, on the other hand, 
prove German birth for the piece. Another and much more con- 
vincing reason does this. In all the length and breadth of medi- 
aeval Latin lyric singing we have no other poem dealing with this 
theme which betrays half the simple sincerity and directness of 
this complaint. This assertion is not based upon subjective 
appreciation of the piece in hand, although that would not be here 
an unsafe guide; it is based on a search through all available 
printed material. Such search establishes the point that however 
betrayal of the girl may be viewed-warned against, guarded 
against, stormed against, or, as it generally is, treated mockingly 
and brutally, bestiali more-it is never but this once made the 
theme of a dolorous song. Here again, as in the case of the verna 
suspiria feminae and the "Nun's Complaint," we have a unique 
utterance. 

The source of it, I believe, lies close at hand. Either it is one 
of the vernacular frauenlieder, examples of which we have in Ger- 
man minnesang and some of which find their direct origin in the 
volkslied; or the source may be the personal experience of the 
poet himself--something suffered or seen by him. For the first 
we should posit a rough or maimed snatch such as- 
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Komm her, lieb Janche, 
Komm her zu mir. 
Es ist geschehen, 
Es ist vorbei; 

beautifully deepened and environed by an individual atmosphere. 
For the other possibility we should imagine a poet like the sym- 
pathizing younger Schiller of the Kindsmarderin, or a Stephen 
Phillips when writing The Wife. Nor is this latter supposition 
nullified by two or three turns of speech in our poem which critics 
feel to militate against the pathetic value of the piece: callide, for 
instance, nam venter intumuit, etc. They do not indicate to my 
mind either rawness of statement or boastfulness of attitude on the 

part of the deceived girl. Consider: 
The world is gay with flowers and love requited. Surrender 

to it has brought on an unheeding head shame, misery untold, and 
the end of all things. A girl has lost more than life; she does 
not reason, she seeks no comfort in excuse or protestation, she 
feels no remorse. In a short blunt fashion she reviews the story 
as she has done a hundred times before: she has loved "skilfully," 
her mother strikes her, she is a mock, her love is fleeing, and so 
over and over again. How could a mediaeval poet better picture 
the scene; how would a mediaeval maiden suffer. In just this 

way, or with a flood of protestation and wringing of hands ? 
There is another song which a Frenchman is supposed to have 

written because of the verse placet plus Franciae regina:' 51 the 
serenade to Flower of Thorn. Then why not ascribe to an English- 
man No. 108a: 

Waere diu werlt alle min 
Von deme mere unze an den Rin, 
Des wolt ih mih darben, 
Daz diu chilnegin von Engellant 
Laege an minen armen. 

The lady of both 51 and 108 is Eleanor of Poitou, the ideal type 
of beauty to two generations of poets. In neither case surely can 
mention of her indicate the provenience of such verses. Would 

1 Although Mr. Rand believes one might rather reason that France is not the author's 
country, but a land idealized and remote. "Persarum vigui rege beatior was not written by 
a Persian." 
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it have been just tactful, or safe, in either song to have chosen in 
her place some German princess? But again, as before, we meet 
in No. 51 turns of expression which may speak for Germany. The 
girl is described as prudens, which is klug, and gracilis, which is 
schlank; she is pulchrior lilio vel rosa, which is simpler and more 
direct than the customary rosa rubicundior, lilio candidior (136) 
or nivei candoris, rosei ruboris (118). The world is well lost for 
her, even the queen of France.' Death impends if she does not 
cure him by a kiss, as ever in the volkslied where mund conven- 
iently rhymes with gesund.! It does not seem hardy to believe 
the germ of much of this song is a volkslied, however much Latin- 
ized the remainder of the song may be. We should not perhaps 
be overready to translate Latin songs back into German popular 
diction in order to establish a close connection between them, but 
on the other hand we must not studiously avoid the thickening 
traces of this diction which is now to meet our eyes, simply 
because it is found in Latin lyrics. 

PHILIP SCHUYLER ALLEN 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

1 Who reads these lines without thinking of the 'vieille chanson' quoted by Alceste in 
Le Misanthrope ?- 

Si le roi m'avait donn6 
Paris sa grand' ville, 
Et qu'il me fallAt quitter L'amour de ma mie, 
Je dirais au roi Henri: 

"Reprenez votre Paris. 
J'alme mieux ma mie, o gu6! J'aime mieux ma mie " 

although this thought is one of the commonplaces of mediaeval poetry; of. Diez, Poesie der 
Troubadours (1883)2, p. 217, who quotes instances from Provengal, French, and Italian, as 
well as from German. 

2Cf. also Carmina burana, Nos. 42, 102, 136a. 
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